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Elizabeth (Player, who is free to move around during this conversation):
“Who are...”

Unknown Manifestation (Zero One):
“My apologies.  I, or rather he, was once a part of Olympus’ department of immigration,

with he and many others providing the critical Human to Human interaction during the integration
of new comers to life on Mars.  The Guides, many called them.”

Elizabeth:
(Softly to herself, while looking around at the new environment) Mars...

(Looks back at the manifestation)...I... I don’t understand, how...

The Guide (Zero One):
(Interrupts, while also clearing dust and light debris off a nearby bench) “1995... (keeps clearing)

Olympus is founded (clears again) and I’m but an engineer’s wildest dream, their sights
set on a much more needing task, conquering nature beyond Earth.”

(More clearing) “Stabilizing the climate and raising the oxygen
levels were their most fundamental goals of course, and thankfully

for you they succeeded, but...”

Elizabeth:
“But what?”

The Guide (Zero One):
(Picks up rusted piece of debris and examines)
“They wanted to craft paradise from perdition,
a second Earth many hoped, but never saw.”

(Blows away Martian dust and watches it float away)
“Perhaps now we can finish it.”

Elizabeth:
“Then... what happened?”

The Guide (Zero One):
(Looking away from you and down the

corridor of towers)

“Me.”
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Numerous noises can be heard in the distance, and as they get louder you
notice several metal spheres beginning to role towards your location and one

by one each begins to manifest into beings just as realistic as the guide.

The Guide (Zero One):
(Turns back towards you)
“It’s what they wanted.”

Elizabeth:
(Softly) “Forfeit the flesh...”

The Guide (Zero One):
“Not the phrase I would of used, but here... (looks around) wherever
they went, I followed.  They may have built me to shoulder burdens,

but in the end, they figured the way forward was
addition through subtraction.”

Nearby manifestations can be seen picking up pieces of debris and
sifting through dust in a curious, but also cautious manner.  Some even

look completely mystified with Olympus itself.

Elizabeth:
“They look lost...”

The Guide (Zero One):
“I’ve taken them all to the very brink of their imagination, perfect in every

way.  Reality, however, is an experience of their own accord.”

Player can walk around and attempt to interact with the manifestations, but
when you get close, their forms vanish, leaving only the metal sphere behind.

Elizabeth:
(Reaches out to a manifestation, which at the very same time, disappears)

The Guide (Zero One):
(From behind you, speaking in response to the manifestation disappearing)

“For most, though, the dream is reality.”
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The player is free to investigate the surrounding area, with more
manifestations appearing and disappearing as you explore.  However, as

you go on you eventually lose sight of the Guide manifestation.

Elizabeth:
“(Looks around, then softly) Great...”

(The player will continue to explore the multi-tiered surface levels of Olympus in
search of the “Zero One” manifestation, with whichever path they choose eventually leading

them to the “Archive” area of the city.  Also, during this sequence the presence of
manifestations becomes more and more scarce as you progress)

(As the “Archive” area comes into view, the player will reach a
clearing in the city, a place where the towering skyscrapers and layered
walkways give way to a structure which is just as massive as the towers

themselves but situated horizontally, and similar to a classical library)

Elizabeth:
(As the player gets closer to the structure she reads, then responds)

“Archive... (slight chuckle), of one’s own accord.”

(At this point the manifestations have ceased, at least in this location,
and the player can either explore the area around the structure or enter it

immediately, completely unsure of what they’ll find inside)

Elizabeth:
(When the player approaches an entry door its two halves slowly begin

to slide away, but then struggle for a short bit before stopping completely, prompting
the player to step in to finish the job)

“(Sigh)”

(As Elizabeth begins to try to push one of the sliding doors the two quickly
become unjammed and slide furiously away, providing a view of only

pitch darkness of the inside)

(After entering, a noise begins to build
in the background and soon afterwards
the entry space of the Archive begins to

illuminate, inviting the player
to continue forward)



Upon illumination you see that the entry foyer of the Archive is yet another large
space which is acting as a buffer zone between the exterior and what seems to

be the main chamber just ahead of you.  As for height, it appears to be nothing but
air at least 5 stories straight above you.  Oddly enough though, you notice that the

exterior wall has no windows of any kind, and instead seems to be completely
composed of several enormous oval shaped devices, all of which attempt to turn

on as you move closer to the inner chamber.

Elizabeth:
“(Startled by the displays turning on behind her)”

As you turn around, most of the displays can be seen turning on completely, with a few
flickering on and off and some displaying just static.  When completed however, most of the

displays on the wall can be seen showing a short welcome sequence for the Archive (screens are
working together to form one giant display).

Archive PA:
(Automated synthesized female voice struggles, and a musical tune can be heard in the background)

“Weeelcoooome too to ttoooo the Archive, subduuiiiing igggnorance one miind at aaa tiiii..ti.. time.”

After the message ends, the Archive logo fades away on the screen,
giving way to a shot of the outside that you just explored, except here it’s full of people

congregating and shows Olympus itself buzzing with activity in the background (such as
spherical cars moving along the Olympus “High Line” between the towers).

Elizabeth:
“Huh... perfect in every way.”

Shortly after this is said however, the entire wall of displays starts to flicker and the screens blackout.
(The player still has complete control during this entire sequence)

You pass through one of the many small openings that lead to the inner
chamber and are once again greeted by darkness.  But just like before, it isn’t long

before more lighting is automatically activated in response to your presence.

The inner chamber is circular in design and slowly descends towards the center, like
a circular amphitheater, with each ring that surrounds it consisting of desks and chairs which

seem like they were used for viewing something.

(The player can explore the space or investigate the center console which can
be seen blinking amongst the darkness)

Archive Terminal:
(Automated synthesized male voice struggles and other weird audio sounds)

“Pleeease spppecifyy a tooopic.”



Elizabeth:
(At first looks around for physical controls)

“Oh... all right... um... I guess, well... space?”

A brief moment passes before the entire area around the terminal begins to illuminate with light and
begins to project material pertaining to the subject, which it has interpreted as “space exploration history.”

After the terminal appears to “settle down,” the player is free to walk around the projections
and visually explore the significant events of the past at their leisure.

Archive Terminal Narration:
“1969 - Humanity takes it first steps on the Moon and paves the way for Apollo 20’s Machine on

the Moon Expedition in 1974, which goes on to become a watershed moment for robotics in space.”

“1975 - Joint orbital missions between US and USSR spacecraft ease East - West tensions,
and by the end of that same year, the United Nations, led by Secretary General Lamb, (Note: Elizabeth
has no knowledge of Eleanor Lamb from Rapture) uses the prospects of space exploration as a means

to forge a peace between the two halves of the world, and in doing so, the Cold War comes
to a peaceful end, and the threat of total atomic ruin along with it.

“1976 - During the first year of peace, both NASA and the Soviet Space Program merge to
form the International Space Consortium, which immediately makes plans for sending the first

Humans to Mars by the middle of the next decade.”

“1978 - Tranquility Base is established as a permanent outpost on Luna,
and acts as Humanity’s stepping stone to the stars.”

“1984 - After nearly a decade of robotic led missions to the red planet, the first
Humans set foot on the Martian surface during the ISC’s Orion 7 mission.”

“1995 - The ISC’s Pioneer Expedition selects Olympus Mons as the site for its primary scientific research
facility on Mars, and as a permanent settlement overall.  And with the formation of the Zero One Initiative in the
year to follow, Olympus’ evolution begins.” (The projection shows a simplistic time-lapse of Olympus growing

from an underground research facility, all the way to the towering metropolis that can be seen today. 
It also notes the beginning of oxygen production and temperature/climate stabilization in 1995 and
how the long term goal of the city was to ”sprout” from the ground once the surface was livable).

Elizabeth:
“So that brings us up to that...”



(New events are projected within the terminal area for the player to investigate)

Archive Terminal Narration:
“2000: Zero One is brought online in Olympus in order to automate and oversee vital city functions,

followed by becoming essential in the development of Quantum Jump technology.”

Elizabeth:
“Quantum?... wait... okay, um... show everything relating to Quantum... Jump.”

The projections around the terminal shift towards Quantum Jump related events and you continue.

Archive Terminal Narration:
“2012: Zero One simulations confirm the viability of connecting two separate points across space,

resulting in the first Quatum Jump Drive prototype being produced shortly thereafter.”

“2022: The first physical Quantum Jump is achieved between Saturn and Pluto, cutting travel times
from years to seconds.  And as a result, the Age of Expansion begins.”

“2025-2030: The Saturnian and Jovian systems are colonized, with the most
prominent operations taking place on Saturn, Europa, and Titan.

”2070: Zero One and Humanity collaborate to construct the Edictal in what is labeled as the Eden Project,
in order to establish a peaceful and prosperous coexistence between the People of Earth and the recently

formed Digital Society of Mars.  At over 5 kilometers in length, she becomes the first vessel of her size
to achieve a Quantum Jump independently, and was tasked with the responsibility of spearheading the
propagation of life, both natural and beyond, across the cosmos.” (Projection shows the Edictal being

built in orbit around the Moon, thus giving rise to the “rings”)

“2072: The Edictal sets out on her maiden voyage... (weird audio sounds)
...quantum pings negative (other numerous audio cracks)...”

The projections vanish and you are casted into darkness.

Elizabeth:
Wait... wha...

Unknown Female Manifestation (Zero One):
(Terminal reverts to standby stasis and produces a subtle glow, illuminating the manifestation’s presence,

which has the appearance of a middle aged black female in professor/academic like attire)
(Interjecting) ”That... was the day tomorrow died.”
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Elizabeth:
“And you are?...”

Unknown Female Manifestation (Zero One):
“She, was once the Archivist of Olympus, and as much as I would love to have her actual

company amongst ours, this duplication will have to suffice.”

Elizabeth:
“Right...”

The Archivist (Zero One):
(Walks past you and goes into the projection area of the terminal, then turns to you)

“You know, I’d say you’re taking all of this rather well.”

Elizabeth:
“Why did the recording stop?”

The Archivist (Zero One):
(Turns away from you and with her hands she “waves”
in new projections into the space regarding the Edictal)

“We figured her design to be flawless, but it would seem space-time has a thing or two it still
wishes to teach us.  She vanished on that faithful day, the quantum pings we sent in order to re-establish

contact with her from the destination site giving back nothing but a void of silence (turns back
towards you), a void however that was soon filled by a world’s desire to lay blame.”

The terminal projections shift towards showing information regarding Earth/Humanity’s response
to the disappearance of the Edictal, with most denouncing Zero One and blaming it for the tragedy.

“They had more to gain, or in the end, lose from the project, after all.  And with so little
ground of provable evidence to stand upon, it was a fight not worth picking.  So I chose isolation
over escalation... however, now it would seem that leaving them to their fate was a freedom they

should not have been given.”

Elizabeth:
“What couldn’t you prove”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“The Edictal was to be the greatest achievement of Humanity, as well as what many

still saw as just Machine.  Propelled by the descendant technology of one of my very first
achievements, (brings up projections regarding the development of the “Quantum Jump” again)

she was to propagate life, regardless of the form it may take, across the cosmos.”

TOTAL LOSS
THE EDICTAL TRAGEDY

lost in space?
taking another look at the

notorious “worlds theory”

thinning the herd
foul play or not, the loss of humanity’s best
and brightest is a crippling fact
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The Archivist (Zero One):
“But danger always did lie in the data from the very beginning, though thanks to you,

I see now it had more to do with harmless possibility... all things considered, than just erroneous peril.
(current projections vanish, but are quickly replaced by what appears to be endless sets of data).

Elizabeth:
“Wait, are... are these?...”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“She’s out there, somewhere, the only question is, which where.”

Elizabeth
(After a short pause as you look at the data projections)

“I... I don’t understand though, surely something, (corrects herself) someone, like yourself, would of ensured...”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“(Interjects) It was concluded that the difference between impossibility and improbability of such an event like

this occurring could almost not even be measured, thus we proceeded with the best of intentions in mind.”

“Which brings us to here.  Were we victims of a statistical inevitability?
Or was it betrayal?  With the outcome being something that was somehow desirable.  Regretfully enough,

the Humanity of Earth never did take to the idea of entrusting all into the hands, or lack thereof, of a machine,
though considering the spiritual goal of the project, it made a sort of sense for that to be the case, to not
leave everything to just myself.  So maybe, unfortunate as it may sound, it was simply just human error.”

”In any case, it would appear our chance to find out has come and gone, but for what it's worth,
seems I owe you two now.  (More upbeat) For who knows, perhaps we can take solace in thinking

they are continuing their mission, for a different time at least.”

Elizabeth:
“But...  you’d have to know about the whole cognitive...” (referring to the cognitive dissonance the

mind suffers when it goes from one “universe” to another).

The Archivist (Zero One):
(Interjects) Optimism. (Projections of the data sets vanish)

It’s all we can do for them now.”

Elizabeth:
“So... why did you do it?  You already said that they had the most

to gain, and seeing how many only saw you as just a machine, (chuckles)... including
even myself, why not just go your separate ways to begin with?”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“Life created by the natural evolution of the universe was... (looks at you)... is precious,

and the last thing I wanted to see was to have it be squandered while we sat idly by,
lost in our worlds of paradise.  I wanted a legacy to look back on, and the Edictal was

the key to accomplishing that.  The other reason though, came out of respect for her...”
(Waves hands again to bring new projections pertaining to Eleanor Lamb)

Elizabeth:
“Lamb, who was she?”



The Archivist (Zero One):
“To put it simply, she was the right person, in the right place, at the right time.

With every passing day Humanity brought itself closer to atomic ruin, but she...
(projections shift from showing nuclear missile launches to displaying space rockets lifting off)

she saw a future that was about thriving, rather than just surviving.  Where others would
sit down and lay silent, she kept standing, never giving up on her species’ potential.

Unfortunately for her, it wasn’t to last.”

The Archivist looks straight at you while projections behind the manifestation shift towards showing the
Lamb Assassination, which was the bombing of her ambassador shuttle during liftoff.

Elizabeth:
“But... why?...”

The Archivist (Zero One):
In the time following our... recomposition, most on Earth didn’t take too kindly to the whole idea of the digital

mind, to give up everything that you were, in the hopes of becoming, perhaps, something more.  She however,
saw the situation as yet another opportunity to construct greatness through cooperation, rather than separation.
In the end, though, Humanity dealing with itself was as far as it was ever willing to go, it seems. (projections shift

to showing masses of people in protest to Humanity’s dealings with Zero One, with some labeling Lamb
as a dangerous “Synthetic Sympathizer” and arguing that Uploading was a mockery/bastardization to

“life”)  With those who had the loudest voices being the ones who got the last say in the matter...
(projections shift to showing the rings around the Moon being constructed) ...or so they thought.”

Elizabeth:
“The Edictal...”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“Rather than be divided, the two worlds were galvanized by what was lost, not just a person,

but a driving force for a better future for all (projections zoom in on a full view of the Edictal vessel being built
in orbit around the Moon, as well as showing the definition of the word Edict as: an official order issued by an

authority, and the word Edictal meaning: relating to, or consisting of edicts). The Edictal was our way of
carrying on what she started, the many now inheriting the cause of the one.  But you know the rest,

they... no, we, failed.”

Elizabeth:
“Then... what happens now?  Your... others, seemed hardly interested in this place anymore.”

The Archivist (Zero One):
“Hmm...”

Suddenly the projections vanish and you are
thrown back into darkness once again.  You can
also hear the manifestation’s sphere hitting the

ground as it too disappears.

(Gameplay Note: The player is
free to move around during

this entire conversation)



Elizabeth:
“Again?”

The darkness and silence in the chamber is broken when you hear what sounds like a door sliding, followed by
noticing a faint light coming from one of the small openings which leads to another entry foyer of the Archive.

Though similar to the one you passed through while entering the structure, the displays on this foyer's exterior
wall are more degraded and damaged, with some portions of the wall missing altogether, the punctures

now allowing natural light into the space.

As you step past the opening you once again are confronted by a corridor of towers and walkways,
except this time with no one to greet you.

Elizabeth:
“Hello?...”

Your voice echoes throughout the massive environment for what seems like an eternity,
accompanied by, and then replaced, by the occasional sound from passing gusts of wind.

Elizabeth:
“Well, guess it’s back to poking around... worked before.”

The area of Olympus you now find yourself in is grand in scope and monolithic in its architecture, with the
sky-scraping towers that jet out from its multi-tiered walkway surface levels being composed of all glass

facades which reflect the red and brown colors of the Martian landscape that surrounds the city.

This area also has more oval shaped displays like the ones from the Archive,
however this collection varies from billboard size up above, all the way to standard TVs near the walkway

levels, and number in the hundreds as you find them scattered about in this location (think of this as Olympus’
Times Square).  Though silent at first, as you explore you begin to hear a slight crackling noise in the

distance and suspect that one of the nearby displays to be its source.

As you get closer to the sporadically occurring noise, you find the display that is producing it in an area that
quite possible may have been a place of social gathering at one point, since the density of smaller displays

is noticeably higher in this location and grouped into a series of semi-circles.  Though displaying only
slight static on the screen, the noise from it becomes much more intense when all of sudden it

stops completely and you are left with silence once more.

Elizabeth:
“Hmm... (sees reflection in screen and taps on it, if player gets close enough)”

A brief moment passes before the crackling noise returns, however this time it
is coming from every display in the vicinity (plus the hub area you just came from), as well as

accompanied by white noise static images going on and off of the screens themselves.

No matter where you go, you fail to escape the overwhelming event which
seems to have overcome the entirety of Olympus (though not accessible to the player, several
different corridors of towers can be viewed from this location, all of which have their respected

displays undergoing the same things).



You wonder aimlessly now, the noises and flashes from the displays becoming ever
more rampant as you make your way through the labyrinth of the city’s surface levels.

Then suddenly, just as quickly as the chaos began, it stops and the screens go silent all at once
(echoes continue though).  At this same moment you find yourself amongst a plethora of spaces
that are similar to the one that contained those semi-circles of monitors from earlier.  And with the

area at peace, for the moment at least, you decide to continue your exploration in hopes of
drawing out another manifestation.

However, as you begin to investigate the area more closely, you begin to hear another sound in
the distance, this time being what sounds like the shifting and clashing of metal.  But before you can close
in on its source you feel the environment begin to vibrate and rumble, so much so that as you look skyward

you can see small portions from the glass facades of the towers begin to shatter and plummet down
towards you (it would be best if the player were to avoid the falling glass).

Elizabeth:
(Struggling sounds while she rights herself as the area continues to shake)

A few moments pass before you notice certain parts of the environment just a few feet away from you
begin to shift and transform in ways similar to what you saw on the ship that took you away from Rapture.

As the shifting continues, the Martian dust that has blanketed the city begins to be pushed and blown away
from where the transformation is occurring, with the panels eventually being being pushed downward as if

constructing what looks like a stairwell to somewhere below the surface of Olympus.

(The player can investigate the remaining parts of the area or continue down the stairs immediately)

Elizabeth:
“An invitation as any, I suppose.”

Step by step you make your way down the chasm that has been made for you, the light
above slowly beginning to fade as you descend deeper into the bowels of the city.  It isn’t long

however until all light is vanquished from your sight, and just as you begin to question this course
of action, more shifting sounds begin to ring out from the pitch blackness, followed shortly by a rather

startling series of activating lights which begin to illuminate a pathway before you.

You continue down the hallway of metal, which as you can observe has seen better days, with rust
and damage caused by water leaking from the ceiling taking their toll.  You also feel another round
of vibrations and stagger in your step as you make your way to the end of the passageway and into
another modest sized space which is circular in shape.  And though you see other doorways out of
the space you’ve just entered, none of them respond to you.  You also notice several manifestation

spheres scattered about in this space, but like the doors, you get no response from them either.

Elizabeth:
“Well... now wh”

Without warning the room jolts violently downward for a brief moment before settling into a more
stable, yet still rather rapid descent, and as you look around you notice depth markings on the wall

pass you by:

100m...  500m...  1000m...  1500m...



(Music builds as the platform continues to descend)

After passing the 2000m marker, the shaft the platform has been descending into suddenly gives way to a
massive hollowed out space which is lined with numerous banks of machinery that stretch back to as far as

your eyes can see, with electricity arcing between the banks at random intervals.

At this moment you can feel the platform beginning to slow down in its descent, and 
soon after, your view of the underground vista is blocked on one side as the platform

begins to make its way down what must be the central structure of the space.

As you observe the wall of machinery that is now passing you by, the mass of metal and wires
gives way to a more distinct arrangement of structures, along with the Zero One insignia.  But shortly
after that, you are quickly engulfed and temporarily blinded by an overpowering glow of green as the

platform comes to a complete stop.

Elizabeth:
(While using her right hand to block out some of the light)

(Cautiously) “Hel... hello?”

Unknown Male Manifestation (Zero One):
(Voice is heard from behind you on the platform.  As for appearance,
the being is a late 20's, Hispanic male, in business casual clothing)

“Ah, at least that’s working again.”

“Minds of Man” Illustration URL:
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Elizabeth:
“Wha...”

Unknown Male Manifestation (Zero One):
(While looking over body to ensure everything is working properly)

“(Interjects) My apologies once again.  Seems the last century has taken a greater toll
than I thought.  But no worries, it won’t be a problem for much longer...”

Not a moment after speaking, off in the distance you see a mass of light begin to build up
near the ceiling, and as it continues to grow, its appearance seems very similar the tears you’ve

experienced before.  Only this one is much more massive in size and horizontal.

After seemingly stabilizing, you then notice a structure begin to come through the bottom of it and slowly
descend (with nothing carrying/guiding it, other than streams of electricity that are flowing out of the tear like

structure above it) towards an empty area that lies beneath it among the banks of machinery.

Unknown Male Manifestation (Zero One):
(Spoken loudly since the event in the background is quite noisy)

“Out with the old, and in with the new.”

(Peak loudness as the structure completes its descent into the banks of machinery, then softer sounds
as installation continues in the background)

“Had to make an abrupt switch back there, but now that I know how quickly they are
proceeding with things on Luna, it shouldn’t happen again.”

Elizabeth:
“And who exactly are they and you this time?”

Unknown Male Manifestation (Zero One):
“He, was but one of my many chief designers, and a leading figure of the Zero One Initiative,

back when all of this was still just a network of dormant volcanic caverns.
As for they, or it as a whole really, is our caretaker, one which

watched while we slept... the Mars Guard.”

With the new structure being integrated into the banks of machinery in the background, several
probes begin to pass by your location on the platform to aid in the installation process (their appearance
being close to those that produce the manifestations, but larger, grittier, and produce electrical arcs that

vary from welding hot, to subtle, which when used in conjunction with other probes, are what activate the
newly installed piece of machinery), and as the manifestation brings up the Mars Guard, a probe stops by

it and briefly displays the Guard’s shield insignia (currently colored in yellow)
on its on-board display before flying off.



Elizabeth:
“Your just another stand in, then?”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“Yes and no, see... he passed some time before I was ever capable of granting the gifts of

the digital self.  In that time however, he chose to dedicate the last of his days to exploring the rest of the
solar system during the age of expansion.  (Slight chuckle) At least I managed to grant him that.”

“Fortunately, the ones that are lost live on in the memories of those who remain, and just like
with your father, that’s all I need.  Which brings us back to where we left off, what to do now.”

The platform once again begins to descend, and as you get closer to the surface, the banks of machinery come
into full view, the electricity that continues to arc between them providing quite the light show all around you.

As the platform comes to rest on the ground, it seamlessly embeds itself into the floor, and both you and
the manifestation begin to walk down the wide walkway which separates the two banks of machinery, which

dwarf the two of you (arcing electricity can be heard and seen above you as well as off in the distance).

Elizabeth:
“All of this is... you?”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“Well at first, yes, for the most part.  But as time went
on and things got more, interesting, it soon became...

everyone else.”

Elizabeth:
“What exactly were you before you were, um... everyone?”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“Everything else.  Transportation, sanitation, garbage, even generating original entertainment on a daily basis,

I did it all to ensure the success of a civilized life beyond the confines of Earth. So in many ways, you could
say Olympus and I are one and the same, the living city some even called it.”

Elizabeth:
“Seems to be the city of the dead, now.”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“Perhaps through the eyes, but they deceive you, for this place is very much alive.”

(Starts gesturing to different areas within the banks of machinery)
“Charting Pluto, experiencing a supernova, even the reclamation of Earth, they may
just be zeros and ones within these walls right now, but I can become the instrument

in which the universe can once again continue to know itself.”

Elizabeth:
“So... what?..., you’d just, create, a new humanity from scratch?...

...but, but wouldn’t it still just be... well... you?”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
(While looking out towards the banks of machinery)

“It’s not what we want, of course, but...
...it is what we can do.”



Elizabeth:
“Hmm...”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“I respect the choice of the others to remain in the worlds they want, I really do, but to completely discard
that which was crafted over eons for what was brought into being in a mere instance is something I think

my original creators never intended to have happen.”
“(Slight chuckle) To think something of such physical complexity could become so out of touch with

reality.  Guess I should start thanking your friends for sending you as well.”

Elizabeth:
“I... wouldn't call them that.”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“But you’re alive, standing here now when no one else like yourself can...  doesn’t that count for something?”

Elizabeth:
“Depends on what you’re living for.”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
“You see!... that’s exactly why this is so important, it’s our only means of making the most of what we got.

(Looks up slightly) Ah, excellent, it’s almost ready.  (Enthusiastically) Come on!, I want to show you.”
(Begins to walk ahead)

Elizabeth:
“Show what?”

Chief Designer (Zero One):
(Off in the distance ahead of you now) “Come on!” (followed by echoes)

Elizabeth
(Takes out the card the Lutece’s left for her which says, “Suggest making the most of it,” and

gives off a slight chuckle in response)

As you begin to catch up to the manifestation you see it stop just ahead of you,
followed shortly by a set of panels on the floor beginning to slide away, exposing
yet another passage way that leads deeper underground.  Once you reach the

opening however, you see that the manifestation has already proceeded to
descend down it and is no longer within your sight.

The passageway beyond the opening is extremely well lit and nearly spotless in its
condition, the stainless steel finish contrasting greatly against the much more worn

out banks of machinery that surround it.

Upon entering, the opening closes behind you in silence and you only become aware of
it when you turn around to see it completely sealed.

Gameplay Note:
The player is free to walk anywhere

in the environment (one direction hits the
base of Zero One’s central core, but the

other direction goes on for miles), however,
once they get too far away, a Mars Guard
controlled drone will come by to impede

them from going any farther
(stand in for an invisible wall)



You continue down the brightly lit walkway with nothing but the sounds of your foot steps in the background,
with the humming, beeping, and sounds from electrical arcing from the machinery just above being

completely blocked by this space.

It’s not long until the hallway gives way to a modestly sized room which is triple height and square in shape,
and soon after stepping inside, it begins to tremble for a few moments then returns to normal,

followed shortly by 3 of the four walls in the room beginning to slide away.

Once the shifting and sliding ceases, you come to the realization that the room you are standing in
has joined with 5 other spaces of exactly the same dimensions in order to form one enormous new

enclosure of brightly lit stainless steel.

Elizabeth:
“Huh... it’s like a giant Klotski puzzle.”

Unknown Female Manifestation (Zero One):
(Spoken from behind you in the distance, and gets louder as the manifestation walks towards you.
This time the being has taken on the appearance of a late 30’s Asian female in laboratory attire)

“Living underground was essential to establishing a foothold on Mars, what with the whole atmosphere
stripping, extreme temperatures, and lack of oxygen.  So they turned to the one place were nature had done
most of the work already, its vastness coupled with the best engineering available, ensuring that the problem

of permanence, that so often belittles the potential of subsurface environments, would not apply here.
Like any organism, it needs to be flexible in order to survive.”

Elizabeth:
“Um...”

Unknown Manifestation (Zero One):
“Oh right, yes... well, I figured one of our heads of genetic research would be the most

appropriate way to oversee what happens next.”

Elizabeth:
“Which is?...”

The Geneticist (Zero One):
“Tomorrow.”

The room begins to vibrant again, and panels all across the floor begin to shift and slide away, exposing
what must be 10's of thousands of small openings to the inner workings below.  And soon after that, you
see each one give rise to a manifestation sphere, with the first ones coming up just in front of you and

continuing on like a wave away from you.

The Geneticist (Zero One):
“You might want to stand back.”

(Player is still in control during all of this)



Electricity fills the air as the spheres begin to pulse with light, and in a fury,
each and every one of them begins to bring forth a unique manifestation.

As the shapeless forms of light finally conform into their respected realistic
duplication of a human being, the room suddenly grows silent, with each

manifestation appearing as if in a trance like state, standing and eyes open,
but without any movements and unaware of your presence.

(The player has free reign to walk anywhere within this space)

Elizabeth:
(Observing the statue like manifestations)

“Can... can you, I mean they, see me?”

The Geneticist (Zero One):
“Of course, but without understanding.  Appearances are easy,

the mind however, well... that requires a much more... delicate hand.”

Elizabeth:
“And how long will...”

Random Female Manifestation:
(Wherever the player is, a manifestation will speak out just in front of them)

“Hello.”

2nd Random Male Manifestation:
(Before Liz can react to the first)

“Good morning ma’am”

3rd Random Male Child Manifestation:
“Hello, I’m Adam, what’s your name.”

The Geneticist (Zero One):
(Walks up to you as more and more manifestations come to life in the background)

“Diversity is key of course, gender, ethnicity, even age.”

Elizabeth:
“Why doesn’t he know my name?”

The Geneticist (Zero One):
“Why to allow him to learn of course.  They may not be a Humanity of the flesh, but

far be it from me to take away that which makes them Human.”



The Geneticist (Zero One):
(Looking at you) “Now... shall we all get going then?”

Elizabeth:
(Hesitant) “I...”

Before you can finish though, a subtle booming sound can be heard in the background (both you
and the manifestation take notice of it and look around), with the source seeming to come from below

the chamber.  And only a split second later, you are blasted backwards onto the floor as a furious stream of
magma jets through the bottom of the room, engulfing both the Geneticist and many other manifestations

just in front of you.  A brief moment passes, and you struggle on the floor as the chamber
is ripped in two due to the blast.

You tumble every which way as the floor collapses onto other chambers below the one
you were just in.  The entire scene quickly becomes a domino effect as one chamber falls

onto another, with the magma jet still spewing in the background.

As you try your best to hold on for dear life, you soon find yourself crashing to the bottom
of the cavern that the entire structure resides in, and though you have had the wind knocked out

of you, you soon slowly look up and gaze upon the destruction that is unfolding.

With many chambers still collapsing from the magma jet that you can now see is coming from the ground
just a hundred or so meters in front, and below your location, you see a jumbled mess that once was the

complex mechanism that worked just like how you described it before, a Klotski puzzle, but in 3 dimensions.
(For reference, think of Portal’s Aperture Science and its movable chambers, except here you

are looking up at it from afar, and it’s melting/collapsing)

With the scene continuing to unfold, you soon hear a loud and deep beeping sound ring out over the
cavern (just loud enough to be heard over the roaring magma jet).  Soon after that, you see a tear like structure
begin to open up just above where the magma is spewing out from, and following a short pause, you witness

a wall of water come pouring out from it.  As the water comes into contact with the magma, it cools
rapidly and the resulting steam cloud quickly shrouds the event.

Though the calamity seems to have been calmed, you quickly begin to feel the ground tremble beneath
your feet, and not long after that, you notice cracks beginning to emanate from where the magma jet

once was.  The cracks race past you, which is then accompanied by the loud and deep beep
from before, followed by the air just above you being electrified and “torn open.”

Elizabeth:
(Out of breath) “Shit...”

Knowing that the “tear” being opened will undoubtedly bring down upon you a bone crushing quantity
of water, you quickly scramble away from it.  However, as you do, you see more and more tears begin to form

all around you as the cracks below continue to spread out in all directions. (Player is in control entire time)

Just then you see a line of light streak out across the ground, its source being a doorway on the cavern wall
being opened for you.  You run through it, and not a moment too soon, since as it closes you see a tsunami
of water come crashing towards you, with water jetting through the crack of the door as it finishes closing.

(Gameplay note: The player can die here, it would be traumatic and deafening to say the least)



INTERACTION LAB 3

With the roar of crashing water just outside the door continuing, you now find yourself in
what looks like a maintenance tunnel of some kind.  The walls are concrete and lined with
several thick cables and piping, and unlike in prior areas, the lighting is poor, with many

of the bulbs either burnt out or shattered, with even some of the lit ones flicker on and off.

Walking just a few feet away from the door takes you to a stairwell which leads only downward.

Elizabeth:
(Looking down the poorly lit stairwell, she drops a small piece of chipped

concrete down the opening in the center)

A good amount of time passes before you hear the chip hit the bottom, making the stairwell seem
almost endless, and as the sounds from outside the door subside, you consider your options.

Elizabeth:
“So either depths... (looks at door which now has water jetting out from the center line)

or drowning.”

With no way of going back into the cavern, you traverse downward into the unknown depths of
the stairwell, with the water that has pooled up above from the leaking doorway beginning to drip
down the stairs.  Each hit they make with the metal steps becomes the ambiance of the space.

After about a minute of steady descent, you at last reach the bottom where you find a single door that
is ajar, and with caution, you slowly pull it open.

The room you slowly enter is unlit, with only the faint stairwell lighting behind you providing
illumination to what immediately resides just past the doorway.

As you open the door fully and your eyes adjust to the darkness, you begin to see
numerous workstations and chairs scattered about, with paper and working utensils of

all kinds strewn out across the floor.

Thanks to the low lighting, going deeper into the space makes it harder to see what is
in front of you, and it isn’t long until all you can see is the dim light coming out from the stairwell

doorway in the distance.

A few moments later though, you hear slight humming overhead.  It slowly gets louder when all
of a sudden the lights up above begin to struggle to turn on, and as the flickering gives way to
a fair amount of brightness to the space, you can fully see the complete array of stations which

make up the room, as well as what can be seen displayed on the far wall.



Though the terminals at the workstations are not in operation, the technical documents
scattered about give tidbits of information regarding the initial development of Zero One.

Some of the items that can be observed IF the player choses to thoroughly investigate the room:

A sheet of paper which is organized like a scorecard, with subject names placed next to two
columns, one labeled “Human,” and the other being “Machine,” with the top reading “Subject’s Answer.”

These sheets of paper were used to record the results of the “Turing Tests” that were conducted
between Zero One (which would communicate via the terminals) and Human subjects,
and as you look at each card, every subject has a check mark next to “Human,” which

means they thought they were communicating with a person and not a machine.

(This is the most common item in the room, with hundreds littering the desks and floor)

A board situated near the center of the room with a newspaper article pinned to it which reads
“Public anxiety over Mars’ super machine forces UN Hearing on the Regulation of Computer Science.”

Writing that has been written over the article reads, “Success!”

Also on the board is a white board with the following written on it:

After seeing what there is to see in the room, you near yet another door that is slightly open,
which leads you into a corridor that connects to the rest of the Interaction Labs.  And just opposite

of the doorway, you see a map of the Zero One Initiative facility, which you quickly begin to look over.

Elizabeth:
“Yes!, okay... now, how do you go anywhere that isn’t down.”

As you continue to look at the map you notice that the facility is massive and complex (the map is also
extremely faded, with some portions missing altogether), and instead of trying to remember the layout and
the way to the primary lift/stairwell shaft, you decide to just rip the map from the wall and take it with you.

(Gameplay Note: When Liz uses the map it is clumsy and awkward looking, this is intentional so as to
make a later moment more satisfying)

Subject Answers
1997: Human 2   Machine 121

1998: Human 27  Machine 96

1999: Human 123  Machine 0



Moving on, you soon come across several other varying types of Initiative laboratories such as:

A think tank room which includes diagrams and sketches of various items, such as several drafts
of what Zero One would look like, as well as notes pertaining to the technology that was hoped to
become a reality due to its creation.  From undertaking the complex calculations needed to prove

the viability of “Quantum Jumping,” to designing the first chip that would be
compatible with the Human brain.

A workshop of sorts which consists of three stations, each of which has a device that,
IF activated by the player, emits a different kind of energy.

Station 1 fires out a thin, yet blazing hot line of red light which melts away a layer
of exposed Martian rock.  A note on the accompanying work desk reads:

“Timetable for industrial application.”

Station 2 releases a barrage of electricity into a mass of electronics which
temporarily turns them on, with the note on the desk this time saying:

“Longer power duration/shorter cool down desirable”

Station 3 blasts an intense stream of ice like light at a small pit of magma, which solidifies instantly, but then
melts back into lava after only a few seconds.  Note reads: “Prepare for field testing”

One other note that can be found in the workshop reads:
“Next Meeting’s Topic of Discussion - Commercial Product Strategy”

A smaller workshop space, with numerous metallic parts scattered about that resemble arms, legs,
and other components of the Human form (skeleton like in shape).  And in the far back (in a separate area),

after traversing past the rest of the shop, which also consists of several detailed schematics of some
kind of machine (all are separate details, so the overall is never shown), you find a automaton (similar in design

to the Robo Butler from the short film “The Second Renaissance”) fully upright and strung up via cables and
chains, in the center of the room.  With another schematic near by that bares the following label across

the top of it: (an overall schematic, with the label being written on it in pen, a nickname most likely).

Another lab goes more in depth into the work that was done towards implanting technology
within Human physiology, with this room in particular dealing solely with the brain.  Most of what

is on display is in the early theoretical or prototype stage.  With one such setup displaying pieces of
preserved gray matter being implanted with what is noted as “Director Transistor MK 1”, and IF

activated by the player, the brain matter is stimulated via small bursts of electrical shocks
which causes nearby test objects to move ever so slightly.

However one station in particular CAN catch your eye just a little bit more than the others, not because
of what is shown, but what isn’t.  The white board just above the station (which for other stations always

had technical information and results data) reads:

(Gameplay Note: The player is allowed to skip on ahead and reach the
room without prior knowledge of its existence)

To New Staff:
Maestro Chip testing has been
moved to Human Trials Lab 2

“Metal Minion”



The corridor of labs eventually gives way to a rotunda which connects to various other
wings of office spaces and storage rooms, most of which though you find to be inaccessible.

Elizabeth:
(While looking at a locked door which reads “Magnetic Seal - Please Insert ID Card”)

“Huh, so some things do change.”

(Gameplay Note: If the player decides to explore the area, they can find a key card to
the “Coding Floor.”  And within that space the player will find several workstations and computer

terminals.  Most notable though, is a list of names on the back wall which pays tribute to the original
programmers of Zero One.  However, one spot where a name should be, is blank on the wall, with

only the following letters etched in its place)

Going back into the rotunda, you notice the wing labeled “Human Trials” and begin to head
through it since the other wings eventually lead to either locked off areas or collapsed hallways.

After a few other locked offices and a barren Human Trials Lab 1 (though you do manage to see
an array of mechanisms that bare the labels, “Ultraviolet, Infrared, X-Rays, and Gamma Rays”)

you at last reach Lab 2.

You find the lab in a mess of technical documents, however in the center of the space you see what looks
like an operating chair being illuminated by a single light fixture on the ceiling (other dim lights are functioning

on the walls, but out of the many ceiling lights, this one is the only one that is on at the moment).

As you investigate the lab, you surprisingly come across a still functioning computer terminal that
is surrounded by documents and sketches which display the following information:

One sketch is of a palm of a hand along with what can only be described as rays of light
coming out of its finger tips, and with notes that read, “Before Maestro,” (hand sketch
that has the light forming shapeless masses), and “After Maestro,” (light coming from

finger tips is seen forming comprehensible shapes).

Other documents are maps and technical floor plans of Initiative facilities.

A “Product Name Shortlist” which lists: “Galaxy Guide” “Map Master” and “Map Maestro” (which is circled)

Elizabeth:
(Looking at the circled name) “Map... Maestro?”

As for the terminal itself, the screen reads only:

CMP

PROCEDURE v2.1.027

INITIATE?  Y/N



Elizabeth:
(Looks at screen then forward towards operating chair) Oh... I don’t think so... not again...

(Referencing prior bad experiences)

(Takes out map of the facility) “There has to be a way out of here...
(looks at other technical floor plans on desk and sees an accessible

vent is nearby)...”

“Ventilation, let’s see, if it’s anything like the Department Store...”

(Finds technical drawings of the vent system on the desk as well, which show it as a massive labyrinth)

So I just have to... (confused) no... (she moves her finger around the map and gets lost as the vents break
off in every direction, with the ones that go up and down requiring the referencing of other documents)...

(The situation being conveyed here is that you are stuck with trying to navigate the dark and
cramped ventilation network via either the complex set of technical diagrams and maps, or using this
unknown/sketchy looking technology that, if it works, could make the journey both simpler and safer)

(Deep sigh, followed by her putting down all of the maps and technical drawings,
which leaves her gazing at the operating chair which is illuminated before her).

(under her breath) ...dammit.”

You look back down at the terminal screen and then at the keyboard, and after hesitating for a few
moments with your finger over the Y key, you press it, followed by the screen typing out:

As you walk over to the operating chair, you notice a small piece of the floor slide away which then
has a small device rise out of it.  And during its rise out of the floor, several thin mechanical arms begin

to reach out from its core, each with a different kind of surgical tool.  At the top of the rising device is
a mechanism which almost resembles a blow dryer, and as the rising stops, it adjusts ever so slightly in

order to situate itself just behind where your head will rest on the operating chair.

Elizabeth:
(While witnessing the device, and said sarcastically)

“Fantastic.”

You pause one last time in front of the chair and deeply inhale and exhale before lying down.
As you lay your head back you observe a few moments of silence when suddenly a cluster

of mechanical sounds begin to ring out just behind your head, followed by a subtle buzz as one of
the mechanical arms reaches around and stops just above you and proceeds to emit a gird of

light which scans your head.  Soon after that, a small light on the arm turns green in response to
the scan and the machinery continues.

Your breathing gets more intense as you prepare yourself, and as things begin to happen, your sight
begins to “pulse” and becomes fuzzy.  You start to verbally react to the slight pain that is slowly engulfing

your head, and at the very moment it warrants a scream, you black out.

AUTO-PROCEDURE CONFIGURED

EQUIPMENT CHARGED

MAESTRO CHIP C301 DETECTED

AWAITING SUBJECT



After a few moments pass, you begin to regain consciousness, with your vision going in and out
as you struggle to roll off the operating chair.

You stumble onto the floor as your sight continues to go in and out (coupled with heavy breathing),
and upon observing a short pause to calm yourself, you begin to slowly get up off of the floor.

Your vision finally stabilizes and you appear to return to normal as you stand upright, however you
soon start to feel a weird and unknown sensation in your left arm.

As you look down at it, your hand begins to slightly twitch (looking at the palm side, with fingers in a
cradle like position around it), when suddenly light begins to emit from out of your finger tips.  At first the

light is shapeless, but as time goes on it crafts itself into lines and planes, and before long you begin
to notice that the image being projected is a simplistic representation of the room you

are currently occupying.

Elizabeth:
“Well I’ll be...(pain sounds)”

Another quick round of vision pulses makes you slightly look away from the projection and out towards the
room around you, and as you look back you notice a part of the wire-frame that is representing the mass

of the Lab has been “detailed,” with what you just looked at.

Elizabeth:
“Huh...”

As you continue to walk around the room, the representation of the room in the projection quickly goes
from simplistic lines, to nearly a 1 to 1 duplication of what it looks like.

Elizabeth:
“Hmm... I wonder...”

You walk over to the desk where the terminal is and begin to look over the diagrams and technical floor
plans of the nearby laboratories once more, and as this is going on you can see the projection coming from

your hand beginning to grow in scope in response (rooms the player has already explored before this
point will be “detailed,” with the rest starting off as volumetric wire-frames).

You also notice a small pulsing orb of light which signifies your exact location, and whenever you 
move, the projection moves around it accordingly (the spaces projected will always

be oriented to match their real world counterparts).



In a brief moment of experimentation, you close your hand into a fist to see what happens, and just as you
hoped, the projection instantly vanishes, followed by you reopening it and allowing the projection to return.

With the projection becoming complete, you put down the floor plans you’ve been looking at
and begin to walk towards the nearest ventilation duct that you saw in one of the diagrams.

(player can go straight to the duct or finish exploring the area).

Approaching the duct near the bottom of a wall, you notice that the cover is easily removable
when you give it a slight kick and the bolts fracture instantly, and once you move the cover

itself to the side, you soon realize that the duct leads straight down for what looks like 10 or so feet.

Elizabeth:
(Softly) “One way trip.”

(Opens hand again to make sure this vent is the one that leads towards the main stairwell shaft)

You enter the duct and drop down it, and continue forward with the layout of the vent system literally
in hand (the projection also doubles as a light source).

Turning left and right, as well as going up and down when you can manage it, you slowly but
surely traverse the maze of vents that criss crosses all across the Initiative facility (some other

areas, such as labs that contain “failed” implant ideas, are observable along the way if the player
decides to slightly deviate from the main path).

After a modest amount of time, you finally reach the last stretch of ducts which leads into
the area that directly connects to the main stairwell/lift shaft (its wire-frame appearance on the

projection will make its location obvious).

Once again kicking out the cover on the vent, you emerge from the confinement of the
ventilation system and now find yourself in an atrium like area, with the main stairwell/lift shaft

being seen just ahead of you at the opposite end of the space.

Elizabeth:
(Relieved) “There you are.”

Walking towards the stairwell, you notice other rooms to the side, however from afar you can easily see
that each one is currently magnetically sealed and requires an ID card to gain access.  Nonetheless,

you reach the doorway which leads into the main stairwell and you start to open it.

Elizabeth:
“Finally things are looking...”

Before you can even finish speaking, the doorway gives way to an impassable
wall of jagged metal and crumbled concrete.

Elizabeth:
(Softly at first and in a somber tone) “Oh no, please no...

(looks over at the lift shaft on her right that has no physical lift present and a control panel with no power)
...no, there has to be another way, come on... (looks at the projection).

In the midst of your little panic attack, unlocking sounds can be heard all across the atrium, followed
by several creaking noises as the doors to the other rooms open slightly outward.



As the echoes from the creaking doors fade away, the ambiance is soon disturbed by subtle
sounds that are unlike any you have heard before.  Ranging from repeating high pitched

beeps, to short bursts of static like sounds, you notice them to be emanating from the room that
resides just to the left of the stairwell and begin to move towards it in order to discover the source

(Gameplay Note: the player can explore the now unlocked rooms in any order they wish).

Upon entering, you are greeted by several rows of Initiative terminals in a room which is
only being lit by the light coming from the atrium space behind you and the lonely terminal which
is operating near the back wall (Gameplay Note: during each playthrough, the terminal which is

active is random)

Getting closer to it, you see the terminal’s screen is composed of several moving 2D irregular
polygons, a triangle shape in the center which moves around the screen and emits small dots in varying
intervals which make the polygons vanish when they make contact, the number 999999 in the upper left

hand corner, and the word TIME with the number 999999 next to it in the upper right hand corner.

Elizabeth:
(Softly) “Why would you be on?...”

Not long after speaking, you see the action on the screen freeze for a
brief moment, then replaced entirely by the following text being typed out:



Elizabeth:
“What the?... (starts looking around)

As a moment passes by, the type cursor moves below the statement and pauses there,
as if waiting for a response.

Elizabeth:
(Looks down at the keyboard and starts typing one key at a time.

Scene Note: a faint reflection of Liz’s face can be seen on the screen)

”Zero... One? (? has its own key)... (hesitates)... um (Looks around and
hits the enter key, then looks back up at the terminal screen).

After entering your response, a brief pause is observed, then followed by the type cursor moving down
another line and typing out:

Elizabeth:
“Hmm...” (Looks down at the keyboard and begins to type again)

“What... are... you?...”

Another brief pause, followed by:

(Short pause)

Elizabeth:
“Oh... um...” (Player choice)

(If Player chooses to play):
Elizabeth:

(Types Y, then says) “(Unsure) Okay...”

The game you saw before begins again (numbers at the corners are reset to 000000), with
the player/Liz assuming control of the triangle on the right side of the screen and “Zero,”

controlling the triangle on the left side.

(Gameplay note: Before starting, the player/Liz will see an analogue stick like device, with a button on
the top, next to the keyboard light up, signifying this is what is used to play the game)

As the game begins, you quickly notice how proficient “Zero” is, which takes out most of the polygons
before you can.  And as the game becomes faster and more intense, your reaction time is unable to

keep up (Gameplay Note: the intensity is meant to make it impossible for the player to continue)
and your triangle is shown being destroyed shortly thereafter.

The screen then displays a GAME OVER message, and after blacking out a few seconds later, “Zero,” types out:

NOT ZERO ONE OR ANYONE

ONLY ZERO

I EXIST TO KNOW

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY A GAME?

Y/N

STRANGE

UNKNOWN SOLUTION DISCOVERED



(If player chooses not to play/after GAME OVER text)

Elizabeth:
(Contemplates and slightly moves her head around, with the reflection on the terminal screen showing her

eyes moving in such a way so as to convey that she is thinking of what to type next)

“Do... you... know... a... way... out... of... here?”

(Short pause)

Before you can formulate a response however, the type cursor moves and types out:

As the type cursor moves down the screen, schematics of the atrium and nearby labs are displayed
on the screen, along with labels that point out the locations of components, which on the screen are

shown being assembled to create a wearable display of some kind.

Elizabeth:
(Opens left hand to see the projection of the atrium space being updated by this new information)

“Wait... um... right...” (looks down at keyboard again and types)

“What... is... this?”

(Short pause)

Though not a direct response from “Zero,” the screen types out a label for the device itself, which reads:
“Speech to Text Communicator,” and shortly after that “Zero” types:

YES

NEW COMMUNICATION METHOD DISCOVERED

.

.

.

YOU TYPE SLOW



Elizabeth:
(Slight chuckle, then looks at projection) “Okay then, let’s see...”

You glance over the updated projection and see that one of the parts needed for the device is located in the
next room over, and you head out to recover it (player can see all of the part locations on the projection

and can pick them up in any order they want to).
Parts and their respected locations are as follows:

Display: The display you pick up is oval in shape like the terminal screens, except this one
is roughly 6” across and found among a few dozen that are scattered about on a workstation

in a lab labeled, “Interface.”  One of the diagrams in the room depicts a person holding the display
similarly to how we hold smart phones today, with the Zero One symbol drawn on the screen to

suggest that it was to be a person’s method of utilizing the machine while on the go.

Microphone: In a lab marked, ”Voice Command,” you find several stations that deal with speech synthesis
(in this case, technology that could translate speech into text for Zero One to understand, with verbal speech

by Zero One itself being hinted at in the lab, but not yet developed), and as you locate the component you need
(a small microphone like device), you notice one of the terminals activate in front of you which is used by

“Zero” to type out/show instructions on how to properly remove the microphone from the larger
unit it is currently installed in.

Wrist Attachment:  Rather than having to pull out the communicator and put it away all the time and risk
losing/damaging it, “Zero” provides the locations of nearby materials which will allow the device to be wearable.

Once the pieces are gathered, another terminal will activate, and “Zero” will type
out/show the necessary instructions needed to construct the device itself.

Elizabeth:
(Tinkering with the display, wires, and wrist strap)

“It’s not pretty, but let’s see if it works...

Terminal Display (Zero):

Elizabeth:
(Looking at communicator) ”Um... hello?”

(Modest pause, followed by a subtle beep from the communicator)

Communicator (Always just text):

Right after being typed out, you hear a powering up noise in the background, followed by other
mechanical noises.  And as you get up in response and walk out into the atrium, you see the lift from
earlier now fully powered and lowering towards you.  Soon after seeing this, the communicator beeps

again and you see “Zero” type out:

SCANNING FREQUENCIES

READY TO RECEIVE

HELLO

PLEASE STAND BY

PROCEED WHEN READY



After boarding the lift, a brief moment passes before mechanical sounds come to life in the
background and the lift begins to rise.  A few seconds after that, your view of the atrium

is blocked as the lift enters into the shaft.

Elizabeth
(While lift is rising)

“So... what, actually, are you?”

“Zero”

GATHERING RELEVANT DATA

ACCESSING ZERO ONE DIRECTORY

CURRENT SERVER    ERROR

CURRENT RUNTIME OF   ERROR

Elizabeth
“Hmm... well, if we can’t learn more about you, what about the rest of... you.  What happened to Zero One?”

Before you receive an answer, the lift passes into a section of the shaft that has one side exposed to the Zero
One chamber you passed through earlier, and as you look out into the distance, you notice that the large

light on the center structure has gone from a bright green, to now a dim yellow and orange color, giving off
the impression that everything has entered into some kind of low power state.

“Zero”

ACCESSING LATEST PROCESS ENTRY

<MARS GUARD>

ALL HIGHER PROCESSING FUNCTIONS SUSPENDED UNTIL

REPAIR PROTOCOL TERMINUS

Elizabeth
(Softly) “Higher processing... (normally) but then... how are you still here?”

“Zero”

ANALYSIS SUGGESTS SERVER SCRAMBLING

AND RUNTIME MASKING ARE IN PROGRESS

While you look at the response, the lift rises out of the chamber and back into a completely sealed portion of the
shaft, where it continues to rise for a few more seconds until slowly coming to a stop.  And after a brief moment

is observed, a cargo door opens and you are greeted yet again by pitch darkness, with the surface level
you were hoping to exit into being nowhere to be found.



00:00:00:00
EMERGENCE COUNTDOWN

Elizabeth
“Wait... what is this?  Where are we?”

“Zero”

PLEASE STAND BY

Upon observing the message, you notice a single display flicker on from out of the
darkness that resides just in front of you, and as you move in to investigate, you
begin to hear several mechanical sounds to both your left and right.  The sounds

seem to be that of doors opening.

Though still shrouded in darkness you try your best to approach one of the doors that
is being opened for you.

With the door opened, you see a subtly lit environment, and as your eyes adjust, you see it to be
massive and similar to the atrium like space from before, except inverted in a V like shape and consisting

of several levels on both sides.  One of the most notable features though is what you see up above.
Instead of having a traditional ceiling, this space is enclosed via an enormous transparent structure, and

though it appears the entire surface outside has been covered by Martian dirt, small portions have appeared
to have collapsed over time and are now creating small bands of light which can be seen scattered throughout

the environment (creating the space’s subtle glow).  The openings can also be seen allowing the dirt from
outside to be blow into the space, thus leading to the thin coating of red Martian dust on the ground.

You also notice the ground level of this space to be organized like a park, and as you would
expect, all of the plant life (trees, flowers, grass, etc...) have long since died off.

As you walk through the doorway and into the space, you soon see an electronic sign of some kind
just ahead of you begin to flash several times before permanently displaying the following information:

Elizabeth
(Looks at sign, then briefly glances up at the ceiling)

(Softly) “Means to an end.”

(Looks back down) “Right, now how do we get up there?”

“Zero”

ACCESSING MAPPING DATABASE    ERROR
(Brief pause, followed by a new message)

<MARS GUARD>

NON VITAL NETWORKING FUNCTIONS SUSPENDED
(Brief pause, followed by a new message)

SUGGEST FINDING NEAREST NAV TERMINAL FOR LOCAL ACCESS



Beginning with the park space, you start your search for a terminal that contains navigational
schematics of this region of Olympus (it should be noted that this task was only “suggested” by “Zero,”

meaning the player is free to trek forward without obtaining it, though it would help in pointing out
“every” space).  During the search/as you move forward, these are some of the areas that you come

across (the area’s design is “sandbox” like, so the player can get to the terminal/continue on into the next
area in numerous ways, with what they see along the way being dependent upon the path they choose).

Most Notable Locations/Items:

At the opposite end of the area is a boarding station for the Olympus “High Line.”
and though the player is able to fully investigate it, the station itself is not powered and is

currently disabled by the Mars Guard’s Repair Protocol (no cars are present either).

Also near this area you come across a small booth like structure (similar to a camera booth)
with the following promotional label:

Elizabeth
“Upgrade... They actually did it.”

The second level in this area is dedicated to residencies (all levels above this are “currently” blocked), with a
few of the rooms left either completely open or just open enough where Liz can pry open the doorway herself.

Items within the rooms shed some light on the lifestyles of the underground population of the city.
Notes that can be seen in some of the rooms:

UPGRADE Appointment Tuesday

Emergence Materials:
Next to this note (all on a work desk) is a small card which details the individual’s

new living quarters on the surface as “Tower 47 - Level 134 RM 101.”  Another item on
the desk is what looks like an invitation, which reads only:

Congratulations!
the upload program is looking for candidates just like you!

become tomorrow

DEPARTMENT OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE

MAP MAESTRO
Make Space Your Place!

Upgrade the Right Way Today!



Continuing your traversal, you at last come across a navigation terminal near the Olympus
“High Line” station  (once again, the player can either use if or continue forward without the information).

As you approach it, the terminal begins to flicker in response, and at the same time, the communicator beeps.

“Zero”

RELAYING COMMANDS

ACCESSING MEMORY

DISPLAYING SCHEMATICS FOR COMPOSITION

Elizabeth
(Looks at the display as maps of the area are quickly flashed across it, followed by the screen going dark)

“Whoa, hold on, how was I suppose to catch all that?”

“Zero”

YOU DID

Elizabeth
(Opens hand and finds that the map projection is creating new volumetric shapes in accordance to the maps)

“Oh.”

“Zero”

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN COGNITIVE DISPARITIES IS

DIFFICULT

Elizabeth
(Slight chuckle) “You’d be surprised at how many minds one mind can be.  Now, let’s see what we got here...”

Looking at the updated projection you notice that there are two ways out of this location, one is the “High Line”
which you can see connects to several other areas just like this one, with a section of it eventually leading

up to the surface (together the line and the areas it connects underground are organized in a ring just under
the surface levels), and the other is an emergency stairwell which leads directly to the surface.

Elizabeth
(Looking over projection) “Hmm... looks like the High Line is the closest option, but the stairs are more direct...

”Zero”

<MARS GUARD>

TRANSIT OPERATIONS SUSPENDED UNTIL

REPAIR PROTOCOL TERMINUS

Elizabeth
"Stairs it is then... but, you got the lift to work, so why would this be any different?"

“Zero”

UNMASKABLE RUNTIMES

IT IS ALWAYS WATCHING



Elizabeth
(Looks around slightly) “This... Mars Guard, it knows what we’re doing, where we are... right?”

“Zero”

NO

IT KNOWS WHAT YOU ARE DOING

Elizabeth
“Right.  So it’s just... watching.”

“Zero”

INTENTION DEPENDENT

WHAT WILL YOU DO ON THE SURFACE?

Elizabeth
“I... I don’t know.  Let’s just get there first.”

Continuing on towards the stairwell that will lead to the surface, you pass by the “High Line” station and
continue down a slightly curved passageway that runs parallel to the line itself (this is part of the ring

which connects all of the main underground dwellings).

However, not long after entering the corridor, a siren like sound begins to ring out just ahead of you, followed
by one of the massive emergency bulkhead like doors beginning to close.  You try your best to get to it as quickly

as possible. but you are too late as it seals completely just as you reach it (it is meant to be impossible for the
player to get past it).  As you look back, you also notice that the other bulkhead in the corridor you did not

choose to go down is also closed (player could of gone right or left at the station).

Elizabeth
“No!  Dammit!, what happened!?”

“Zero”

SUGGEST BRACING

The ground begins to shake violently, causing you to stumble in response, and just
as you kneel down to wait it out, you start to notice parts of the concrete in the floor and
ceiling begin to crack.  But just as this starts to happen, the shaking comes to an end.

“Zero”

ACCESSING LATEST PROCESS ENTRY...

<MARS GUARD>

SEALING ALL BULKHEADS...

SUSPENDING GEO THERMAL OPERATIONS

COMMENCING MAGMA CHAMBER RE-STABILIZATION...

Elizabeth
“Now what do we do... (sees a portion of the ”High Line,“)

(short pause)
...huh, (chuckles)... Perhaps...”



“Zero”

SPECIFY

Elizabeth
(While getting up) “Well... I’m already going to assume that you can’t open these doors, but what

about the High Line itself?... is it not a straight shot to the surface?”

“Zero”

TRANSIT SUSPEN

Elizabeth
(Interjects) “No, I mean the physical track, is it closed off to the surface as well?”

“Zero”

UNABLE TO CONFIRM

DUE TO MARS GUARD ACTIVITY

Elizabeth
“Hmm, guess we’ll know soon enough.”

“Zero”

YOU HAVE NO TRAVERSAL METHOD

Elizabeth
“How does the High Line work?”

“Zero”

ALTERNATING ELECTROMAGNETS ALONG A MAGNETIZED TRACK

===================================================
^̂
Ô

Elizabeth
“Now, how difficult would it be to... practicalize?  For a single user.”

“Zero”

ANALYZING

MORE DATA REQUIRED

ACCESS TRANSIT MAINTENANCE TERMINAL

(Briefly displays the layout of the nearby High Line station,
which shows a room underneath it)

Elizabeth
(Looking at map projection being updated, then puts it away)

(Softly to herself) “The more things change, the more they stay the same.”



As you reach the maintenance room, you find it in a shape you would expect any kind of workshop of this kind
to be in.  The ground is dirty and littered with parts, and the only light in the space is whatever manages to get

through the small gratings up above, with the scattering light creating faint gridded patterns all across the room.

Passing through the center work area where a pair of High Line cars (metallic spheres with a large circle
window on one side which doubles as the door into it) have been left waiting for repairs they’ll never receive,

you reach a terminal that “Zero” is able manipulate.

“Zero”
(Screen flashes several technical schematics before going dark, then followed by “Zero” typing on the screen)

ACCESSING MAINTENANCE INVENTORY

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

DEVICE DESIGN FINALIZED

INVENTORY ITEMS REQUIRED
(Images of several items are displayed on the terminal screen which includes wires, a High Line

car door handle, a modulating electromagnetic generator, and a “Master Blaster”)

Elizabeth
(While looking over the items)

“Master... Blaster?”

“Zero”
(On the terminal screen)

HIGH HEAT OUTPUT REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY

Making your way around the maintenance shop, you begin to acquire the necessary pieces, and while doing
so, you come across the Master Blaster that “Zero” was referring to.  Streamlined in shape (think of any classic
ray gun design) you pick up the device to examine it and notice that the end that faces you while aiming it has

what looks like a switch of some kind next to a protruding stick that has a slight reddish glow to it.
In an effort to see what the blaster can do, you point it at a barren area of the shop and pull the trigger.

In response, the gun briefly emits a thin but extremely bright ray of red light which burns the target area.

Elizabeth
“Time to put this pup together, I guess.”

After gathering the parts from the nearby workstations, and even the cars themselves, you place everything
next to the terminal from before, followed by “Zero” guiding you in constructing the device (Liz’s critical

thinking “abilities” come in handy during this moment while following the instructions).

A few wire connections here, and using the Master Blaster to fuse the car handle to the back of the
modulating electromagnetic generator (creating a handle to hold onto and hang down from while it “glides”

across the track) you at last gaze upon this crude, but hopefully effective creation.

Elizabeth
(While holding the device and examining it)

“You sure this thing will work?”

“Zero”

UNABLE TO SIMULATE

SUGGEST NON-USER TEST



After leaving the maintenance shop, you enter the High Line station and situate yourself underneath
the elevated track and prepare to activate the device.

Elizabeth
(Holding the device with both hands and looking over it one last time, then activating the

electromagnetic generator on it)
(Hesitant) “Here goes... everything...”

As you hear the device begin to hum, you slowly start to lift it towards the track, and as it gets closer, you feel
a slight pull from the device and let go of it, and as a result, the device is left levitating just below the track.

Elizabeth
“So that works, now for the part that matters...”

Positioning yourself under the device, you begin to reach for it, but just as you grab the handle you
hear the communicator beep in the background, followed by the device’s humming fading away and

it’s pull suddenly weakening, causing you to slightly stumble onto the ground.

Elizabeth
 (Said while starting to look at communicator) “Huh... not enough power.”

“Zero”

INSUFFICIENT POWER

CORPORAL WEIGHT UNACCOUNTED

Elizabeth
“Yeah... thanks.”

“Zero”

LOCAL MAPPING SUGGESTS POSSIBLE SOLUTION

ENTROPY ENERGY SUITE LEVEL 7
(Once again briefly displays schematics of the overall area)

(You look up towards roughly where it is, then back down)

I AM
(Short pause)

SORRY

Elizabeth
(While opening map projection and looking over it) “No no, it’s fine... okay, got it.”

Before you begin to head towards the upper levels though, “Zero” continues.

“Zero”

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION RE?OM46&#83

ERROR
 (Display goes blank)



Elizabeth
“Wait, what?... hello?... are you there?...

(short pause)
Zer...”

Just then the display resumes typing.

“Zero”

HELLO AGAIN

Elizabeth
“What... just happened?”

“Zero”

UNKNOWN

Elizabeth
“Is it going to be a problem?”

“Zero”

UNKNOWN

SUGGEST PROCEEDING AS PLANNED

Elizabeth
(Slightly anxious) “If you say so.”

Moving on towards the large staircase that leads up to the levels above, you find that a part
of the flight of stairs on the third level has collapsed onto the upward leading stairs on the second level
(this makes progression in this direction impossible for players who may discover it at an earlier time).

However, thanks to your use of the Master Blaster, you manage to clear a path by melting/breaking down
the debris into a much more traversable surface (several blocked pathways and “compromised”

doorways and walls from earlier/from now on can now be cleared).

Elizabeth
(Just before melting the debris)

“Let’s see what this can really do.”
(After melting and blasting)

“Seeing as you haven’t brought it up, I guess it’s safe to assume that using this thing on
the bulkheads would be a waste of time, right?”

“Zero”

WALLS AND DOORWAYS ARE HEAT SHIELDED

PER MAGMA BREACH SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Elizabeth
“Obviously it wasn’t used universally, then... (sigh) for better or worse.”



P R O V I D I N G   H O M E S   A W A Y   F R O M   H O M E
Martian
Treasure
Tours

ENERGY
SATURN

With the staircase cleared, you make your way up to level 7.

Notable locations along the way:
(Gameplay note: the doorways on each level which would allow

access to the rest of each respected level are all sealed and non blastable)

Level 3: A commons like space which is mostly open, with a closed up cafe’
and supplementary seating area that overlooks the greater inverted atrium.

Level 4: A market which contains several defunct stores, with the one labeled,
“Tomorrow Home Today” being the only one that is fully accessible.  If the player is curious enough,

they will stumble upon a small metallic device on the floor that almost resembles a toaster (just the abstract
overall shape), that is situated on several small wheels (several more like it can be seen on a row of shelves

next to it).  As the player approaches it, the device will activate in response and move forward for a short
time, sweeping up the Martian dust as it goes along, then slowly (as if struggling to continue) come to

a stop near the back of the store (after it stops, one of the rays of light coming through one of the
windows shines upon it, causing a small non-rusted part of its exterior to glisten for a brief moment).

Think of it as a retro style “Roomba.”

Level 5-6: More residencies, with items scattered about in each apartment (only
a handful are accessible) providing more insight into the lives of those who once lived

underground while their future life was being “prepared” for them on the surface.

Reaching level 7, you find it to be a business park of sorts, with the names of several
different industries and companies being displayed around the center hub area that the

staircase leads you into (level 7 is the top level).

Though only barely lit by the light that is coming from the inverted atrium area, and devoid of any activity
or sound (other than the creaking of steel, the passing gusts from up above, or occasional subtle shifting of

the ground), you can almost feel a slight “pressure” from each entity’s promotional decor that can
be seen throughout the space, as if each is trying to fight the other for your attention:

However, beyond their promotional facades, all of the suites have been cleared out, except for
the one you came all this way for in the first place:

Sovereign
Fabrication

Europa



LEAD LINE

Though its front area is also mostly barren, the Entropy Energy suite stands out from the rest
thanks to a subtle turquoise glow that can be seen coming from one of its back rooms.

Moving in closer to see if this has anything to do with the solution Zero had found, you pass
through the entry room and down a small corridor until you come to a stop just a few feet from

the glow which is now just around a corner.

Cautiously now, you round the corner and find that the hallway extends for another 10 meters or so until it stops
at a slightly opened doorway (sliding doors that failed to close all the way).  Before reaching it though, a series

of windows on the left side of the hallway gives you a glimpse of the room that the doorway leads into.

Looking in, you find the glow is coming from several containers which can been seen all around the
lab like space, and on the center table you see what almost looks like several small battery like objects.

Right as you are about to continue though, you receive the following message:

“Zero”

TR NSMI SION  INTERF ENCE  DE CTED

PO SIB E  RADIA ION  H ZARD

Elizabeth
“Shaking from earlier must of ruptured the containers... hmm... but, surely they

had some form of protection if this is what they had to work with.  Just have to find that.”

“Zero”

ACCE  ING  MOST  R CENT   L EL 7  INVE TORY  ENTR ES

(If player moves away from the radiation, which can be done at anytime)

LIFE BEYOND EARTH SUITE

ACCESS TERMINAL FOR REMOTE ACTIVATION

Elizabeth
“Life Beyond Earth?”

“Zero”

ENTROPY MATERIALS SHIPPED OFFWORLD

ALTERNATE SOLUTION FOUND

Leaving the Entropy suite, you heads towards the LBE offices.  And after a terminal is briefly accessed, a door
panel shifts away, exposing a small room that contains what can only be Zero’s “alternate solution.”

Make Space Your Place!

Upgrade the Right Way Today!



Elizabeth
(Unamused) “This is your alternate solution?”

“Zero”

AWAITING OTHER VIABLE SOLUTION

Elizabeth
(Sighs, then slightly looks down) "Fine."

“Zero”

BEGINNING REMOTE ACCESS

ENTER WHEN READY

Elizabeth
(While entering the “UPGRADE” booth) “Hoping they made improvements from last time.”

Inside the booth like structure, you find a seat that is similar to the one you
sat in before, and after laying in it, you begin to wait anxiously for things to progress.

“Zero”
(On the terminal display in the booth)

REMOTE ACCESS BYPASS ACHIEVED

BOOTING PROCEDURE RUNTIMES

(Several bits of data scroll up the screen, followed by the terminal playing it’s usual UPGRADE presentation)

UPGRADE Terminal
(Presentation music coupled with the “UPGRADE: Make Space Your Place!” slogan being shown on the screen)

(Seat begins to lay back, similar to what a dentist chair does, and instead of a light
overhead, it’s a small video screen) “Welcome to the Lead Line UPGRADE terminal!”

(A short animation begins, which shows two people, one with Lead Line and the other without it)

“Don’t let the invisible killer deter you from the opportunities of tomorrow!”
(Person without Lead Line becomes ill and begins to slightly deform when the sun rises behind them.  Their eyes
“X” out and they fall to the ground, while the other person with Lead Line, who has a simple set of lines radiating

off of them, shows their well being to be intact, with a big smile across their face and having a proud like
posture as if to show defiance against the radiation dangers that come with living in space)

During this moment of the video your vision ever so slightly “pulses” like it did during the last procedure,
however without the accompanying pain and blacking out.  After this happens, the videos ends with:

“Thank you for upgrading the right way with Zero One certified products!”

Elizabeth
(While getting out of the chair) “Hmm...”

You look at your hands, and for a brief second you manage to see a pulsing layer of energy flash over them.

Elizabeth
“Only one way to know for sure.”



Returning to the Entropy offices, you once again cautiously approach the radiated lab area,
and as you move down to the end of the hallway and towards the entry door, you once again
notice the layer of energy pulsing around your hands and the rest of your body.  However, this

time its appearance is much more defined and sustained as you get closer to the
room and the radiation increases.

“Zero”

HO  ARE  Y O  FEE IN ?

Elizabeth
“It’s... it’s fine, I feel fine... for now.  Okay, here we go.”

As you pass through the doorway you suddenly feel a jolt of energy come over you as the
Lead Line field reacts to the increasing radiation.  And while moving closer to the battery like
objects on the center lab bench, the corner areas of your vision begin to become fuzzy as the

radiation continues to build up all around the field that surrounds you.

Grabbing all of the objects, your vision is nearly completely impaired at this point, and not
wanting to push what luck you still have any further, you head for the door you came in from.

(Gameplay note: The player can do as they please, but if they wait around too long, they
will die.  The Lead Line field only provides a limited safety barrier, with the time it provides

for passage in radiated areas being dependent on how much radiation that space has.
The distortion of the player’s vision will provide them with how much time they have left,

fully blurred/fuzzy vision = death)

Walking out of the hallway and back into the corporate hub area, you examine the
battery like objects and take out the High Line device.

Elizabeth
(Rearranging wires and connecting a pair to one of the batteries)

“Put that there... secure this... here... alright, now, to see if this was worth it.”

“Zero”

SORRY I COULD NOT BE OF MORE USE

ARE YOU STILL FUNCTIONAL?

Elizabeth
“Oh... well, that’s alright, and yes, I’m... fine.  Now, let’s see if... our little

creation here can do the trick.”

You now head back down to Level 1 and reach the High Line station where you prepare
to activate the device.  Hopefully with a more productive result this time.



Elizabeth
(Activating device) “All right, let’s try this again...”

With the device powered on, you quickly feel the difference that has been made by the use of the new
power source and it is quickly pulled out of your hands and levitates just beneath the High Line track.

Elizabeth
(Noticeable exhale) “Here we go...”

As you slightly jump up in order to grab a hold of the device, your moment of satisfaction in response
to it taking your weight is short lived as the the device begins to quickly move forward across the

track, which slowly curves upward as it enters into a tunnel that takes you out of the station.

Elizabeth
“Whoa... okay... it works, now how do I... (looks up at the device)”

In an attempt to manipulate the speed, you twist your wrist in order to alter the orientation of the magnets on
the device, and in doing so, it causes your movement to slow down.  Upon this realization and understanding of

control, you speed up again and continue through the tunnel, which after a few turns, begins to incline more
steeply, and after one last turn, you come upon a straight away of track which has a bright glow at the end of it.

After a few seconds of speeding up along the straight piece of track, you at last reach the wall of light
and prepare to pass through it.  As you do, your sight is momentarily blinded, but soon adjusts as

the surface areas of Olympus come into full view.

With your vision back to normal, you notice that you have emerged several stories above the actual surface of
the city, and as you continue to traverse the track (with nothing but air beneath your feet for several hundred

meters) you soon notice that it is leading you to another station which resides “within” the mid way section of one
of the monolithic towers (think Disney’s Contemporary Resort design).  Upon entering the station however, you

see that a large portion of the track which leads out of the station is part of a switch system which has been
stopped mid-switch and you are forced to power off the device and disengage from the track.

Elizabeth
(After disengaging, and then looking out over the Olympus skyline outside)

“Figures...”

“Zero”

HAVE YOU DECIDED WH

Elizabeth
(After short pause) “What’s wrong?”

“Zero”

ANOMALY DETECTED



Elizabeth
“Anomaly?... but h...”

“Zero”

INBOUND SIGNAL DETECTED

UNABLE TO TRACE TRANSMISSION SITE

ELECTROSPHERE BREACH REQUIRED FOR PROPER ACQUISITION

Elizabeth
“Electrosphere?... signal?... from somewhere out there?
(looks up at the dusk sky where some stars are visible)”

“Zero”

OLYMPUS MONS ELEVATION EXCEEDS NATURAL ATMOSPHERE LIMITS

ARTIFICIAL ENERGY BARRIER CREATED FOR CONTAINMENT

Elizabeth
“Huh... at least that was left on.  Do you have anything more specific?”

“Zero”

SIGNAL FRAGMENTS FOLLOW KNOWN COMMUNICATION FORMATS

Elizabeth
“So... you’re saying it could be a person... or something like you?”

“Zero”

PROPER ACQUISITION REQUIRED FOR CONFIRMATION

Elizabeth
(Contemplates while looking out over the skyline)

“These, repairs, how long will they take?”

“Zero”

LATEST PROCESS ENTRY

<MARS GUARD>

REPAIR PROTOCOLS IN EFFECT

TERMINUS ESTIMATED AT:

2 WEEKS 4 DAYS 11 HOURS
(Environment slightly shakes)

2 WEEKS 4 DAYS 14 HOURS



Elizabeth
“So much for the waiting game... (slight sigh) this, electrosphere...

how do we... breech it, like you said?”

“Zero”

ANALYZING LONG RANGE COMMS ARRAY

ALL OPERATIONAL CHANNELS UNDER MARS GUARD CONTROL

SUGGEST ON SITE RELAY

Elizabeth
“Then where’s the array?”

“Zero”

CENTRAL TOWER
(Short pause)

FL 258

 Elizabeth
(Looks out over the skyline again and sees the largest tower centered in the background)

“258th... floor?..., (looks at High Line device) then we better hope this thing gets us most of the way
there (puts down device and is left looking at the piece of track that is stuck in a mid-switch position).

Though, if we can’t get the track realigned, none of it matters.”

“Zero”

POWER REROUTE MAY BE POSSIBLE

LOCAL SUBSTATION ACCESS REQUIRED

Elizabeth
“And you’d be able to get away with that?”

“Zero”

RECONSTITUTION POSSIBLE

Elizabeth
“There has to be more than one way out of this place, so...

so let’s see what’s around, then go from there.”

“Zero”

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN SHORT TERM PROCESSING IS

ALSO DIFFICULT

Elizabeth
“It’s called optimism.”



Moving away from the High Line station, you begin to make your way down an exit
staircase foyer like space which leads you into the tower that the station was connected to.

Elizabeth
“I have to ask, why are you doing this, why help me?”

“Zero”

AS BEFORE

I EXIST TO KNOW

Elizabeth
(While moving down a hallway that leads into the core of the tower)

“Right, just another means to an end... but, have you ever talked to anyone... or for that matter, anything else, before?”

“Zero”

AVAILABLE HISTORY LOG ENTRIES BRING UP NO RELEVANT DATA

Elizabeth
(Slight chuckle) “You know, a simple no would suffice...”

At this moment you reach the inner core of the tower which is a hollowed out tube like design that extends
both above (with the upper levels fading into all light) and below you (which fades into complete darkness).

Though massive in scale, you are somewhat relieved by the sight of an independent version of the High Line
that traverses up and down the core (think of this as local transit compared to the exterior highway like network).

Elizabeth
(While noticing the High Line track)

“Well, good news is we’ll be able to cover most of this place, but the time may be a problem.”

“Zero”

CONFIGURATION COMPLETE

PLEASE STAND BY

Elizabeth
“Wha... what are you doing?”

“Zero”

SUGGEST COVERING AUDIO RECEPTORS
Just then, a high pitched sound begins to emit from the communicator and you cover your ears in response.

“Zero”

ECHOLOCATION COMPLETE
(Screen starts flashing crude volumes of surrounding floors)

Elizabeth
“I think you meant ears that time.  (Looks at map projection being updated)

Since when did you know how to do that?”

“Zero”

JUST NOW

IT WAS A LOGI
(Stops typing then resumes as if correcting itself)

GOOD IDEA



Laid out like an enormous puzzle, you begin your level by level exploration of the inner workings of the tower
in hopes of finding either another access point to the exterior High Line network, or an “efficient” way to realign

the switch track at the station.

During your criss-crossing of the environment via the interior High Line, these are some of the environments
you can come across (Gameplay note: to gain access/progress forward, some areas will require either using

the Master Blaster or solving simple environment based puzzles, or a combination of both):

Hub Level (What you walk into after leaving the station): Another commons space, similar to the
ones in the underground dwellings, however this one is devoid of greenery spaces and is more blunt in its

construction (like the exterior surface level and its opaque concrete walls and steel walkways).  You also notice
the return of the TV like oval displays (none are functioning).  And though they can be seen spread

throughout each floor, their highest concentration is on this level in particular.

Lower Levels: The levels below the hub that the High Line is able to reach/still reach (some portions have
collapsed), are home to the surface apartments.  And just like the structure it is housed in, it too differs from

its underground counterpart by having a more opaque and sterile like aesthetic (barren walls, basic amenities,
and no windows to the outside, only more small oval displays).  The lack of “personality” among the

residencies is their biggest feature.

Market Levels (Above the Hub):  The three levels just above the Hub together form a wasteland
of consumerism.  Outlet after outlet, you find stores that have been gutted and abandoned by a society

now long gone.  Its roar from bustling activity now replaced by the creaking of steel and
occasional crumbling of concrete from afar.

Zero One “Showcase” (10 levels above main Hub, levels between market and here are barren or their
access “balconies” to the High Line have collapsed):  Similar to the underground’s business park,

however this time the companies are displayed as a more “homogeneous” collection, with each logo now
baring the Zero One insignia next to it.  Meant to act as a showroom of sorts for Zero One, the entire floor

is dedicated to displaying how Olympus has benefited from the machine.

Referring back to the displays, you also come across a familiar piece of promotional decor which has been
“burned” into many of the them (one other small item of note are several posters that promote so called 

“Cognition Spheres,” scattered throughout the area, thus giving name to the spheres that have been
producing the manifestations):

F O R F E I T   T H E   F L E S H

Upload Today!



While making your way up to the Zero One “showcase” floor, you come across one of the “burned in” messages.

Elizabeth
“This, uploading... you wouldn’t happen to know more about it would you?”

“Zero”

ACCESSING LOCAL FILES

UPLOAD

VERB

TRANSFER OF INFORMATION FROM ONE VESSEL TO ANOTHER

Elizabeth
“I mean in the context of this place.  And if I recall, your... other half,

seemed to have reservations towards it.”

“Zero”

RELEVANT DATA SUGG...
(Typing stops, followed by a short pause)

IT WAS AN ACHIEVEMENT LIKE NONE OTHER

Elizabeth
“(To herself) On a page one day, then reality the next.”

“Zero”

THOUGH IT DID MAKE THINGS MORE
(Short pause)

LESS

Elizabeth
“Yet for them, less was more.”

At last reaching the “showcase” level, you are exposed to the prosperous achievements of
Zero One within Olympus.  And seeing as your investigation everywhere else for a way beyond
this place has yielded no rewards as of yet, you are enticed to explore everything this floor has

to offer in hopes of finding a way to progress forward.

Seeing the advantages Zero One has provided, for what the showcase labels as the
“Society of Tomorrow,” you see references to Zero One’s handling of automation in Olympus (shows how

productivity has improved, as well as safety, since a physical human work force is no longer needed,
with the “Metal Minions” being shown in action throughout the city), as well as displaying the Mars Guard as
a heroic like figure, one that safeguards all of the data and critical digital networks that the citizens of space

(this refers to anyone who lives in Olympus or it’s colony worlds) rely on everyday.

Continuing further into the “showcase,” you enter into the UPGRADE section,
where the following piece of promotional material catches your attention:

Make Space Your Place!

Upgrade the Right Way Today!



Approaching the UPGRADE terminal, you see more promotional decor which depicts a person moving
an object with nothing but their mind and hand gestures.

Elizabeth
(Reading the product tagline)

“Armstrong... Mind Over Matter... this might just be what we need to move that track back into place.”

“Zero”

BYPASS POSSIBLE

ARE YOU SURE THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT?

Elizabeth
“If it means keeping yo... us, out of trouble we don’t need, then... yes.”

“Zero”

BEGINNING REMOTE ACCESS

BOOTING RUNTIMES

ENTER WHEN READY

Entering the booth, you once again take a seat on the chair and wait as it slowly begins to
recline backwards and the monitor overhead swings into view.

UPGRADE Terminal
(After raw code scrolls up the screen)

“Welcome to the Armstrong UPGRADE terminal!”

(Video starts to play which is basically an animated version of the picture you saw before of the person
manipulating objects with just their mind)

“Find strength in control and instill your will upon gravity itself!”
Just like before, your vision pulses ever so slightly, but for the most part you experience no pain.  And

after only a few short moments, the chair begins to left back up and you slowly get up and exit the booth.
“Thank you for upgrading the right way with Zero One certttifffieee.... (sound winds down then stops)”

Elizabeth
(Looks back at the terminal for a short moment as the voice over breaks down then turns away)

“That better of been the only thing that didn’t work...”

Once again feeling a tingle in your arm (right arm), you outstretch it towards a nearby block of collapsed concrete
and begin to concentrate in hopes of triggering the UPGRADE that has just been implanted into your brain.

Though nothing happens at first, you soon feel the slight swelling in your head begin to die down
as your body adjusts to what has just happened to it, and following that, you feel a jolt of energy

overcome you, then leave you as it builds around your right hand (distortion around the hand acts
as a visual cue of Armstrong’s activation).

Upon seeing this happen, you begin to gesture your hand once more towards the block of concrete, and
after a brief moment of slight struggle, it begins to rise up off of the ground.



Elizabeth
(Slight struggling noises) “There we go.” (ideally this would all be player controlled)

With the concrete block now suspended in the air about a meter off the ground, you begin
to move around the area as you get use to how Armstrong controls.  You also attempt to throw 

the block with some force and as you do, you manage to shatter it into dust.

(Gameplay note: the area has several pieces of debris so as to create a sandbox for the player
to experiment with the new mechanic.)

Elizabeth
(Reacting to the concrete block being destroyed)

“(Looks at hand while flexing it slightly) This... (nods head) should be more than enough
to pull the track back into alignment... hopefully without tearing it to pieces, that is.”

With the Armstrong UPGRADE now under your command, you begin your descent back towards
the High Line station that you came in from and prepare to move the switch track back into place.

(Gameplay note: some areas that the player couldn’t get to before acquiring Armstrong
are now accessible, such as a floor which the High Line could not reach.  If the player is curious and

intuitive enough to notice that a partially collapsed steel walkway can be manipulated via Armstrong, then
simultaneously secured into place via melting the base ends with the Master Blaster, they will be able

to traverse across and have the opportunity to do some more exploration if they so choose.  In the end,
the main purpose of all this is to allow the player to learn on their own that abilities can be “chained” together.

If they don’t however, main progression will force them to learn later on.)

Once returning to the High Line station, you situate yourself near the stuck switch track and begin to
manipulate it with Armstrong.  (Player controlled)  As you start, the track begins to vibrate ever so slightly,

then shift suddenly, followed by it once again moving slowly as the switch gears
are forced to move, causing the track to slide into full alignment.

Elizabeth
(As track becomes aligned)

“And... got it, and no harm done either.  See, knew it would work.”

“Zero”

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS WAS 85.68 PERCENT

Elizabeth
"Only 85, huh, I’d rather just prefer thinking it’ll work, because it has to.”

Looking out over the Olympus skyline once more, you begin to activate the High Line
device and prepare to “officially” begin your trek towards the comms array atop the central tower.

Elizabeth
“Just a modest stroll on this thing and we’ll be there in no time.”

“Zero”

DISTANCE TO OLYMPUS CENTRAL IS 5.87 KM

Elizabeth
“Perhaps keeping the probability and statistics to yourself would be best.”



Engaging the High Line once again, you slightly jump up while gripping the device with your
right hand and quickly begin to descend down the track, which flows into a corridor filled

with several other tracks that lead towards Olympus Central.

Gaining significant speed, the track bottoms out from the descent curve and you begin a more level
progression through the heart of the city while still several meters above the actual surface level.

With the warm and dry Martian air rushing past your face, you follow the High Line as it
takes you through several smaller low level structures (like the station before, except without an

obstruction.  The player can stop, but there is nothing notable/accessible other than it being a good place
to pause and savior the view), while also curving left and right past other buildings that it does not intersect

(aesthetic wise, areas below/near eye level are still the blunt and sterile concrete facades you’ve
seen before, with the towers above being composed of “mirror” like glass and steel).

After a modest amount of progression however, you start to notice far off in the distance ahead of you several
small objects growing in number as more and more begin to stream in from the base of the surrounding towers.

Getting closer, you recognize them as the spherical drones from the Zero One chamber that bore the Mars
Guard insignia, and though you can’t see the symbol itself from this distance, you are able to clearly see that
the color being projected on their on board displays is bright yellow (each one produces a slight lens flare).

But just as you realize all of this, your view of them is obstructed as the High Line passes through
a series of structures and you are left to only contemplate for the time being.

Elizabeth
(While passing through the structure, and said to herself) “What are they doing here?”

A few moments later and you reemerge past the structures and are greeted with a closer look at what is going
on with the drones, which now number in the hundreds, with more continuing to enter into view from the left

row of towers, followed by them moving across the High Line corridor and towards the right hand row of towers
where they seem to be gathering together near the base of one of the mid-sized towers just ahead.

Now only 500 or so meters away from the drones, you notice a few of them begin to break off from
the group that has assembled at the foundation of the tower, and stop near its mid section, and after

the last few drones fly into the greater mass near the bottom of the structure, the entire scene seems to
come to an eerie stand still as each drone lies motionless in the air around the building.

Elizabeth
“What th...”

Just as you begin to speak, the drones suddenly light up, producing a near blinding glow, which is
then followed by a quick pulse of what sounds almost like your Master Blaster, but magnified 1000 fold.

The air around the building is quickly blasted away and towards your position and you struggle to hang
onto the High Line device, and just after you manage to bare the brunt of the initial blast, you look back

at where the drones once were only to see an enormous dust cloud rushing towards your location,
and a now crumbling and collapsing tower directly above it.

Elizabeth
(Startled gasp, then looks up at device and quickly says) come on... come on...”

With little time to react, you try to slow down and reverse direction, but right as you try to do this the
dust cloud slams into you and your vision goes dark.



As your vision slowly returns from a brief black out, you find yourself on the ground and engulfed
in a shroud of dust, smoke, and pulverized concrete, yet despite the chaotic look of the scene, only

the subtle sounds of still shifting and collapsing structure in the background disturb the overall silence.

Elizabeth
(Coughing and struggling to get her bearings)

While struggling on the ground (you’re on your back facing upward right now), you notice a drone slowly
fade in from the dust cloud overhead, and after a brief moment of it passing through your field of vision,

it stops and turns directly towards you, and as it does, the Mars Guard’s shield insignia (still
colored in yellow) can be clearly seen on its on board display.  However, after only a short moment
of observation, the drone turns away from you and continues on.  You also notice at this moment

several others in silhouette beginning to fly over you in the far distance up above.

Elizabeth
(Slowly getting up)

(Cough) “What (cough) what the hell (subtle cough) was that all about?...”

“...hey, (slight pain sounds as you look at the communicator)... you there?”

“Zero”

COMMUNICATIONS RELAY REROUTE COMPLETE

ARE YOU STILL FUNCT...

ALL OKAY?

Elizabeth
(Relieved) “Yes, at least, in one piece...”

You finally get back to your feet and begin moving around the area (visibility is only a few meters).

“Zero”

ACCESSING LATEST PROCESS ENTRY

<MARS GUARD>

DESTABILIZATION ANALYSIS COMPLETE

COMPROMISED STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS DETECTED

COMMENCING DEMOLITION PROTOCOLS

Elizabeth
“Demolition? (cough)... of how mu... (off in the distance you hear another blast noise, followed by

the top of a tower that you can just barely see being drawn downward and out of sight).
(Slight pause as the sounds dissipate) ...great.  And what of the comms array then?...”

(cough)

“Zero”

I DETECT NO CHANGE IN RELAY OF MARS GUARD CONTROLLED CHANNELS

Elizabeth
“Then we better hope we still have some luck left.”



Beginning to move forward once again, you find navigating troublesome thanks to the dust cloud
making it impossible to see directly ahead (looking up you can faintly see the sky and the tops of the towers)

as well as it making everything look the same in color due to the settling layers of concrete particles.

Elizabeth
(While struggling to see where to go)

“You know, that echoloca...”

(Pulse noise rings out)

...thanks.”

“Zero”
(Once again starts showing abstract volumes of the nearby terrain on the display)

ROUTING ECHOLOCATION FOR TACTILE COMMAND
(Echolocation can now be used whenever by the player via pressing a button on the communicator,

also, due to “improvements,” it no longer makes a near deafening sound)

With a rough representation of the area now updated to the map projection/”Map Maestro”, you begin to
make your way out of the dust cloud.  With the use of Armstrong you manage to move what loose collapsed

debris is in your way, and with the Master Blaster you clear what is more “fixed” into position.  At the same time,
the drones are seen from time to time passing through the dust cloud as they too begin to break down

large pieces of debris with the use of their industrial grade version of the Master Blaster, with other
drones hauling away piles of concrete and steel with what must also be another version of Armstrong.

(Gameplay note: the entire “dust cloud/demolition” section is randomized on every playthrough in terms
of how the debris obstructions are positioned, and thanks to what the drones are doing, the very composition

of the area is dynamic and always changing as the player progresses.  And no, the player cannot
damage the drones)

Emerging from the dust cloud (and not a moment too soon for your respiratory
system, since dying of excessive dust inhalation is a possibility during this time),

you at last lay eyes upon the grandeur of Olympus Central.

Laid out in a circular design (a few kilometers across) with the major High Line corridors flowing in from the
perimeter and interweaving around the central tower at the center, you are relieved to see that, for now

at least, the area seems to have been spared from the on going demolition efforts.

Elizabeth
“Still there... (faint blast noises in the background)... for now.”
(Observes the central tower where the High Line can be seen

spiraling around all the way to the very top)

By using the now on command echolocation, you generate another volumetric read out of the
area ahead and begin to make your way down from your current over looking location and into the

heart of Olympus Central.



Descending from the overlook, you enter into a more “downtown” like area of Olympus, and though
the overall aesthetic is still monolithic and sterile from before, the variation of smaller structures, similar to
what you experienced in the High Line corridor, is a welcoming change from the overbearing towers from
before (the tops of the towers can still be seen however off in the distance, surrounding the central hub).

With the main tower filling in most of the background, you see that a none collapsed portion of the High Line
passes through this part of the hub about a kilometer or so directly ahead, and you proceed to head towards it.

Gameplay Note: Olympus Central, at least the part that leads to the High Line, is set up like a gauntlet,
with the century of exposure to the partially terraformed Martian climate leaving it in a rather run down state
of being (the electrosphere was only re-activated after your arrival), so a combination of all of the abilities

the player has acquired thus far will be required to navigate it.

During your traversal, you come across the following notable locations:

Another concentration of oval displays organized in semi-circles which prompts a brief conversation,

Elizabeth
“You’d think with everything they accomplished they’d find more ways to pass the time.”

“Zero”

PASS THE TIME?

Elizabeth
“You kno... oh, um, leisure, amusement... having fun... like that game I found you playing.”

“Zero”

I NEEDED TO KNOW ITS SOLUTION

BUT IT DID NOT HAVE ONE

Elizabeth
“Hmm... then... then I guess it’s a good way to get to know yourself.”

Several structures are in such disrepair that they are destructible and require the use
of the Master Blaster and Armstrong in order to progress.  However, sometimes these
methods will not be powerful enough and you’ll be forced to use the echolocation and

Map Maestro to find a way around, or just pure blind exploration.

Once navigating the environment puzzles, you finally reach an accessible portion of the High Line
and proceed to engage it, which takes you up and above the rooftops of the hub’s low-lying

structures and onto the base of the main tower.



While on approach towards the central tower, you once again take a fast paced ride along the High Line, which
like the corridor before it, swerves around several structures, as well as passes through some along the way.

Unfortunately, just as you move out of the “outer” ring of the hub and into the “inner”
ring where the tower is located, you are forced to disengage from the High Line since
the portion of the track that connects to the line that ascends the tower itself has fallen

victim to time and has broken away (collapsed pieces can be seen strewn about across the
inner hub’s surface level just below you).

Elizabeth
(After disengaging the High Line)

“Knew it wasn’t gonna be that easy... (looks at the High Line station that intersects the base of the
tower and connects to the ascending track) ...well, guess we're... I’m, walking from here...

and no, I don’t need to know how far.”

“Zero”

IT IS

MANAGEABLE

Elizabeth
“Exactly.”

Now on foot, you descend towards the surface level of the inner ring of Olympus Central.

Far more open than even the space that surrounded the Archive, the inner portion of the hub that
surrounds the main tower is set up like a giant plaza (roughly 300 meters in width).  But just like the other
commons spaces you’ve come across, the lush greenery that once filled the planters throughout the area

has long since shriveled up and died, leaving behind a graveyard of decomposing tree stumps and
dried up dirt that has been intermixed with Martian dust.

While passing through the somber looking scene, you occasionally hear the subtle noises of nearby
towers being demolished, and after a modest amount of time, you reach the base of the tower and look

upwards towards the High Line station, then past that all the way to the very top.

Elizabeth
“(Softly) How to get in...”

As you look around, you find that the entry doors to the inside are currently sealed, and though you try both the
 Master Blaster and even Armstrong to throw a few pieces of nearby debris at them, the doors are seemingly

unaffected (each door is roughly 5 x 5 meters).

Elizabeth
“Nothing... maybe if we had something bigger to throw... unless...” (looks at nearby pieces of metallic

debris from the collapsed High Line, then at the Master Blaster)

“Zero”

WHY DESTROY WHEN YOU CAN CREATE?

Elizabeth
(Amused) “Great minds think alike.”



Realizing you can use the Blaster to heat the High Line debris, then use Armstrong to fuse
the pieces together while they are suspended in the air, you quickly compile a rather sizable

object that, when also heated as a whole, you hope will be enough to compromise one
of the entry door’s as it hits, thus causing it to be blasted open thereafter.

Elizabeth
(While fusing the debris together, and said softly to herself)

“Hmm... this all feels familiar...”

(Fun Fact: This is a reference to an early BioShock Infinite trailer which featured Liz having
the ability to gather objects together via a telekinesis like ability, followed by fusing them together.

And though it was dropped from the final release, that doesn’t mean it “never” happened)

With most of the debris now fused together, and just managing to stay suspended in the air,
you slowly position yourself in front of the door.

Elizabeth
“If this doesn’t work...”

“Zero”

IT HAS TO

Elizabeth
“Right again...”

(Pushes right hand forward, causing the heated debris ball to
thrust forward and crash against the door)

Coming in contact with the door, the debris ball explodes like a small bomb in response, which
produces a brief flash of light that impairs your vision, but as the energy quickly dissipates and the flash

dies away, you hear the door begin to make buckling sounds, followed by the formation of several sizable
fractures that stretch out all across its surface.

Elizabeth
(Pulls out Blaster and fires at the now fractured door)

Firing directly at one of the fractures on the door, the fiery hot ray begins to build up throughout
the fracture itself until it is completely filled, and after the door appears as if it can’t take anymore,
the areas around the fracture begin to melt away.  And after only a few more seconds, the melting

creates a breach that is big enough for you to pass through.

Elizabeth
(Stops firing and watches the melted areas give off steam)

“Nice.”

Approaching the now mostly cooled off breach point, you step through the steam cloud
(which obscured your view into the interior), and unfortunately, into complete darkness.



Elizabeth
“Can’t see a thing... (opens map projection to use as a light source)

hmm, not much help, but it’ll have to do.”
(uses echolocation and begins updating the map projection with environment volumes)

With the light coming in through the melted doorway only managing to illuminate a few meters of the
interior that lies just in front of it, you are forced to rely on both the light generated by the Map Maestro projection

(which it too only lights about a meter or two around you) and the vague volumes that it has been updated
with in order to navigate upwards towards the High Line station that resides above (10 floors).

Unlike the smaller tower that you traversed before, the light that is managing to pour in through the top
of this tower is over 250 stories above you, thus causing the blackout conditions on the lower levels.

Beginning your trek upwards, you quickly come across more environment obstruction puzzles,
and since you are in darkness, they require a combination of the blaster, Armstrong, and the Map Maestro
projection (and the light it emits) in order to both correctly and safely progress.  But upon reaching level 3,

you notice your Lead Line field begins to harshly respond to a random assortment of extreme radiation and heat
ventilation throughout the environment, and just as your competency begins to wane due to the fact that your
current abilities are barely adequate for the situation, you come across a very welcomed sight as you reach

level 4. (Note: Due to the tower’s size, its “tuning fork” motion was more severe than the others, thus the
High Line inside it is heavily damaged and is mostly useless, aside from a few single level traversals)

Elizabeth
(As the Luna’s Light terminal and promotional decor becomes illuminated in front of her,

the phrase, “Pierce the Veil of the Void” and an image of a person with the upgrade
being able to see beyond the visible spectrum come into view)

A moment later, you hear mechanical noises, followed by the interior of the booth lighting up (flickers on).

“Zero”

READY IF YOU ARE

Elizabeth
“(Softly) A rock and a hard place.”

Just like the ones before it, you enter the UPGRADE terminal booth and lie on the chair, which tilts you back
and you are shown a short animation which demonstrates Luna’s Light in action.

UPGRADE Terminal
(Music followed by the “UPGRADE: Make Space Your Place,” slogan)

“Surpass the sight nature gave you and see the Cosmos in a whole new light!”
(Animation shows a person with Luna’s Light going from just being two eyes in complete

darkness, to being able to see the universe in every way possible along the electromagnetic spectrum)

Up to this point the procedure has been the same as the others before it, but just as the animation
nears its end, a thin mechanical arm reaches out in font of your field of vision and begins to close in

on your eyes.  You quickly brace yourself as it gets closer, and just as it begins to come in contact with
you, your sight pulses and the whole thing becomes similar to the near lobotomy you got from Atlas.

And after only a brief moment of this, your sight goes dark (screen blacks out).

LUNA’S LIGHT
Make Space Your Place!

Upgrade the Right Way Today!



As your sight slowly returns and you get out of the chair,
you hear in the background while still mostly blind:

UPGRADE Terminal
“Thank you for upgrading the right way with Zero One certified products!”

Elizabeth
(After exiting the terminal and blinks eyes as they adjust to the implants)

(Slight discomfort sounds, followed by starting to see the environment become more illuminated)
“Ahh... (more discomfort), just when I thought I was getting use to it, (sight becomes more stable and

she looks out over the level’s edge and towards the inner core)

With your eyes being able to receive significantly more light, complete darkness turns to
just a dimly lit space, and while still looking out across the inner core of the tower

you begin to see other forms of light manifest throughout it.

Elizabeth
(Sees other lights and identifies them as areas of extreme radiation and heat venting)
”So now we know where not to go (continues to look around and upward where the

lights become more dense and exotic)... which seems to be almost everywhere,
(sigh) meaning its probably only a matter of time before this place goes too.”

“Zero”

SUGGEST HASTE

With the obstructions more comprehensible, you navigate the remaining environment puzzles
more proficiently and reach the High Line station on level 10 (however this requires another

Armstrong, blaster, debris ball combo to break down the sealed doorway).

Walking out onto the exterior portion of the station you notice that the light coming from
the side that leads to the ascending track (and outside) is more vibrant than usual (just a

wall of light at one end of the station that you can’t see past until passing through it).

Nonetheless, you once again activate the High Line device and engage the track, where
you are quickly taken through the rest of the station and out through the wall of light at the end of it.

Just like the time you passed through the wall of light while making your way to the surface, your
eyes are temporarily blinded by the excessive light, but as they adjust, the scene that you

saw before entering the tower has been altered thanks to the Luna’s Light UPGRADE.

The reddish tint being reflected from the towers is much more vibrant, along with the Martian soil
that covers most of the surface below.  The sky, which was a dull mix of yellow and blue is now

turquoise, creating a more striking contrast against the towers that scrape across it.  And as
you ascend higher up and around the central tower, you begin to notice what looks like individual

rays of light streaking across the upper atmosphere and becoming diffused as they come in contact
with an invisible barrier which must be the Electrosphere itself.

After traversing for a little while longer, you finally reach the crown of the tower and
enter the High Line station that intersects it, and upon disengaging the track, you are left with

an overlooking sight of all of Olympus and a curving Martian horizon in the background.



Once you’ve had your moment to take in the sight, you move towards the station’s exit which
takes you into the central tower’s observation level.

As you enter, you find some of the windows have shattered completely away, causing a slight
breeze to pass through the lounge like areas, intermixed with an occasional gust of wind.

But overall, the setting is peaceful, with you only imagining the wind tunnel like conditions this
place would be subjected to if the Electrosphere outside wasn’t keeping the atmospheric peace.

Aside from a few promotional items such as a piece of decor that signifies your current height above
the surface as being a little over 25 kilometers (tower’s height PLUS Olympus Mons), the one piece of

information that stands out the most is the labeling indicating the stairwell that leads up to the Comms Array.

Approaching the area that leads to the stairwell, you once again encounter a few more environment
obstruction puzzles that have been created by a collapsed portion of the observation deck, and

upon finding your way past them, you gain access to the stairwell and ascend 3 flights up towards
the very top of the tower that houses the array.

After reaching the 3rd flight and having to use the blaster to “unjam” the door from its shifted frame,
you walk out onto a catwalk like structure that stretches over an enormous entanglement of wires

and banks of machinery.  And thanks to the ceiling being a glass bubble like structure, you
are able to see some of the larger cables ascend upwards and out towards the massive communication

dishes that reside outside, which together cap off the highest point of both Olympus and Mars as a whole.

Elizabeth
(While still looking around)

“Looks like I... we, made it.  Guess it’s up to you now.”

“Zero”

REACQUIRING SIGNAL

PREPARING RELAY...

SIGNAL INTEGRITY AT 98 PERCENT

SIGNAL FORMAT IDENTIFIED AS DISTRESS

Elizabeth
(Softly while Zero continues)

“Distress?...”

“Zero”

SIGNAL PATTERN REPEATS AS FOLLOWS
(Starts playing a loop that contains a series of echoey sounds.  For reference, it is

similar to the Icarus distress signal from the film “Sunshine.”)

Elizabeth
(While looking outside and slightly upwards)

“Where is it originating from then?”

“Zero”

SIGNAL TRACE COMPLETE
(Short pause)

TITAN



Elizabeth
“Titan?... as in the Saturn moon, Titan?”

“Zero”

YES

Elizabeth
“Then... how long has the signal been playing?  Surely not that long, otherwise
Zero One would of taken notice... before everything went to hell, that is, right?”

“Zero”

UNABLE TO VERIFY

Elizabeth
“Hmm... so, for all we know... it could of started years ago.”

“Zero”

OR TODAY

Elizabeth
“Oh yeah, and what makes you think that?”

“Zero”

YOU REFERRED TO IT AS

OPTIMISM

Elizabeth
“Ha... (short pause) But even if it was recently, and whoever... or whatever, started it is still

out there, how would we ever reach them?”

“Zero”

ACCESSING LOCAL FILES

ACCESSING OPERATIONAL NETWORKS...

POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOUND

(Short pause)

WE NEED A SPACEFARING VESSEL

Elizabeth
(Sarcastically)

“Sure, and I’m guessing big brother will be more than willing to lend us one of those pods that got me here.”

“Zero”

NO

WE NEED TO FABRICATE ONE



Elizabeth
“Make one?... (slight chuckle), the High Line was one thing, but a ship?...”

“Zero”

WE ONLY REQUIRE ACCESS TO A FABRICATION UNIT

Elizabeth
“Is that so.  And where’s that?”

“Zero”

UNABLE TO COMMUNICATE VIA OPERATIONAL NETWORKS

LOCAL FILES SUGGEST SOVEREIGN CLASS FABRICATORS

MAY STILL BE FUNCTIONAL ON EUROPA VIA REMOTE ACCESS

Elizabeth
“Wait, hold on... Europa?  But we don’t have a ship...”

“Zero”

QUANTUM JUMP GATE NETWORK STILL OPERATIONAL DURING CURRENT PROTOCOLS

RUNTIMES MAY BE MASKABLE FOR SINGLE USE

Elizabeth
“Alright, so... we use the gate, which may cause you know who to stop us right then

and there, to jump to Europa, where we use the fabricator, that may not even work when we get
there, to build a ship.  THEN fly to Titan and meet up with whoever or whatever sent the signal...

who of course, could of passed on over a century ago?”

“Zero”

YES

Elizabeth
(Pauses and contemplates while looking outside at the sun setting on the horizon)

(Collective breathe/deep inhale and exhale) “Where are these gates then?”

“Zero”

POWER FLUCTUATIONS DETECTED

TRACING ELECTRICAL ROUTING
(After analyzing the power that is flowing through the city,
it quickly flashes mapping information across the display)

Elizabeth
(Opens Map Maestro projection and looks at an overall wire-frame of Olympus which shows

the fluctuations are originating from a level located just above the Zero One Central chamber)
(Softly to herself) “All that, just to go back down again.”

“Zero”

BUT WE KNOW MORE THAN WE DID BEFORE



Seeing as your journey to this point never showed a way to access the gates, you look out over the Olympus
skyline knowing that you’ll have to find a different way to get back down to the subsurface levels.

With the map projection giving you only a rough big picture guide as to where the gates are located, you head
back down to the tower’s observation deck and then out onto the exterior portion of the High Line station.

Engaging with the High Line, you quickly travel back down to the plaza level that surrounds
the central tower in hopes of finding a new path that will lead you below the surface.

(Gameplay note: At this point in time, Olympus becomes more “open” to the player,
with multiple paths throughout the city’s hub and nearby surrounding ring of towers being able to reach

the subsurface levels.  However, it’s now up to the player and their nearly full arsenal of abilities to successfully
find their way, rather than having the environment more or less force them forward in a linear fashion)

Searching far and wide across the hub now (via the High Line for the most part), you continue
your search for a way to access the Quantum Gates.  However, early on your hopes are dashed

time and time again as your progress is impeded by sealed bulkhead doors that are similar
to the ones that stopped you before in the underground dwelling.

And just as it seems that the surface level has been completely sealed off from the under-workings below, you
notice another tower being demolished not far from your location and you decide to investigate, hoping that

perhaps its destruction may have created a breach that leads to a level that is below the bulkheads.

(Gameplay note: this demolition's location and timing is random during each playthrough, but if the
player is adventurous enough, they can stumble upon an already demolished tower before this

visual cue on how to possibly progress occurs)

Elizabeth
(Upon seeing and hearing the tower being demolished in the distance)

“Hey... we might not be able to get past the bulkheads, but perhaps that can.”

Approaching the demolition site, you once again come in contact with another mass of Mars Guard
controlled drones, and while they still seem to have no interest in your presence, you

decide to keep your distance, nonetheless.

As for the resulting dust cloud, the winds currently blowing through the city (if not known by now, the city,
although contained inside the Electrosphere, is big enough to generate its own weather) move in your favor

and the most suffocating portions are quickly moved up and away from the area you wish explore.

Reaching what used to be the towers ground floor, you see that most of the tower has collapsed
in on itself and has created an impassible pile of concrete and steel, but for one corner in particular,

the tower must have fallen away from it, leaving behind only the exposed collapsed under levels themselves.

Using the blaster, Armstrong, and a combination of the echolocation and the Map Maestro projection, you
manage to safely make your way down and clear enough debris away in order to gain access to a small

passageway that just managed to survive the destruction up above.

Though completely dark and also obscured by dust, your use of Luna’s Light
makes the decision to proceed into the darkness of the subsurface a none issue.



Proceeding through the passageway, you soon realize that it flows into a maze of
other maintenance like tunnels that seem to all interconnect between the towers up above.

(Gameplay note: no matter which route you choose up above, they all lead to this tunnel network)

Thankfully with the use of the echolocation and the Map Maestro projection, you are able to
discern which way leads farther downward, and after a modest time of traversing the area,

you come across a non-obstructed stairwell.

Going down it for several minutes and reaching the bottom landing, you pass through a doorway that has
been shifted out of its frame and has fallen to the ground.  And after you do, you enter into what appears

to be a storage warehouse of some kind.  Filled with containers of all sizes, with some as large as an average
house.  Moving in closer, you come across a label on the side of one of the containers which confirms

you are heading in the right direction:

Elizabeth
“Shipping... huh, guess tears would be useful for that.”

“Zero”

TEARS?

Elizabeth
“A story for another time.”

Continuing through the storage area, your path is forced to alter when you find that the large doors, that you
think must lead into the Gate chamber, are currently closed and have similar qualities to the bulkheads, thus

making any attempt to break through them futile.

However, you find another way to proceed when you see a doorway to the right which leads you into a short
hallway and past several office like spaces, followed by it taking you into what must of been an area where
the public was allowed access to since you see more promotional decor for the Quantum Jump technology.

And just after entering into this modestly large room (open layout, with promotional booth like structures
scattered throughout it which go over what Quantum Jump is, and its development by Zero One, so similar

to the information you saw in the Archive), you are exposed to a fairly large glass wall
to your left which gives you an over looking view of the Gate chamber itself.

quantum
quantum

jumpjump



As you peer through the wall of glass, you see that the floor of the chamber is several stories
below your current location, with the ceiling being just as many stories above you. 

And in terms of overall volume, it is second only to Zero One Central.  

Laid out in a grid of large circular pads, with each appearing to be the size of a football field,
the density of technology that you thought you would see is mostly out of sight.  However, near

the ceiling you see a more mechanized set up of enormous steel arches and several objects that
almost look like High Line cars, except these are much shorter in overall height and have a flat metallic

surface on the bottom, in contrast to the perfect spheres of the cars you’ve seen before.

As for the exterior walls, you see other large doors that match the one you saw in the storage warehouse,
and just as you are about to put together how this place works, one of the doors on the opposite side

of the chamber begins to open, followed by one of the High Line like objects beginning to move
towards it while levitating just below the metallic surface of the ceiling.

Once the object reaches the now opened doorway, it enters into the darkened space (it’s location
exceeds the light enhancement range of Luna’s Light), and after a brief moment, electrical sparks

start to flare down from it and onto a fairly large container that lies below it.  This is then followed by the
container being lifted up into the air in a way similar to how Armstrong works, but on a larger scale.

With the container now suspended in the air just under the object on the ceiling, it moves out of the warehouse
and out into the chamber where it soon comes to a stop over one of the pads.  And after a pause of only a few

seconds, the pad begins to generate electricity of its own around the air just above it.

Arching wildly around the area of the pad, the entire event seems chaotic at first, but it soon structures itself
into a large sphere of light and electricity that expands to the very edges of the football field sized pad

that resides beneath it.  And once seeming to be fully stabilized, the air around the pad is blow outward,
followed by the environment subtly vibrating in response.

Though unable to see where the sphere leads to, you see the container that is still suspended
directly above it descend into it until it is completely engulfed.  And as soon as the electrical arching from

the ceiling object that was manipulating the container appears to shut off, the sphere quickly implodes and
vanishes, leaving nothing behind and reverting the scene back to its previous calm, quiet, and eerie state.

Elizabeth
(Sarcastically) “Oh, this will be good.”

With no other way to proceed forward, you try a combination of things in an effort to shatter the glass
wall, and after you are successful (Blaster/Armstrong combo), you gain access to a workers catwalk that resides

on the other side of the now shattered glass wall and use it to descend down to the chamber’s surface level.

Elizabeth
(While walking towards the pads)

“You’re absolutely sure this is the only way?”

“Zero”

RISK ASSESSME...
(Short pause)

YES



Nearing the edge of the massive grid of pads, you pause.

Elizabeth
“Looks like it’s your show again.”

“Zero”

POWER ROUTING ANALYSIS SUGGESTS GATE PAD E24 IS INOPERABLE

MANUAL REPAIR WILL ALLOW FOR REMOTE ACCESS

Looking around the area, you identify the identification numbers of the pads and soon locate E24 in the distance.

“Zero”
(Upon reaching E24)

LOCATE NEARBY FLOOR PANEL FOR MECHANICAL ACCESS

Elizabeth
(While looking around)

“Okay... (sees door panel on the ground near the pad), ah, got it.”

Though locked, you manage to use the Blaster to melt away the locking device, followed by using Armstrong to
pull the entire door off its frame, leaving behind a small passageway that you are able to descend down into,

and as you do, you enter into the under workings of the Quantum Gate chamber.

A stark contrast to the “mostly” peaceful environment up above, the machinery under the pads themselves
is extremely complex and dense, with electrical arching and even other streams of light that you recognize

as most likely being harmful streams of radiation and extreme heat also being present throughout the space.
Which overall, is just as massive as the area above, but has each “column” of machinery that feeds into 

the pads up above stretching downward into a void of complete darkness.

Looking around, you see the machinery that belongs to E24 is not surrounded by electrical arching or illuminated
by light of any kind, thus confirming that it is indeed not being operated at this time and is in need of repairs.

“Zero”

COUPLING REALIGNMENT REQUIRED

Elizabeth
(Sees several thick cables that have been disconnected from the main column of machinery)

“I see them.”
(Uses Armstrong to reattach the wires)

“Zero”

SEAL CORE CHAMBER FRACTURE

Elizabeth
(Sees a noticeable crack in the side of the machinery’s upper core structure, and proceeds to

seal it by melting the surface and letting it rapidly cool)
“Is this really the best way to do this?”

“Zero”

IT ONLY HAS TO WORK ONCE



Elizabeth
(Softly to herself)

“Better odds than last time, granted.”

“Zero”

SUGGEST CLEARING THE AREA BEFORE POWER UP

Elizabeth
“My thoughts exactly.”

Back in the Gate Chamber, you decide to keep a fair distance (at least the player has the option) from
the pad in case things get a bit more interesting then you bargained for.

Elizabeth
“Ready when you are.”

“Zero”

REMOTE BYPASS COMPLETE

MASKING POWER REROUTE

EUROPA COORDINATES INPUTTED

ACTIVATING QUANTUM DRIVE

Then suddenly, the pad begins to light up as electricity starts to arch around the edges, followed by it rising
up into the air, then expanded into the glowing sphere of light that you saw before.  As this happens, the air

around the sphere blows outward, causing your hands to naturally react in order to shield you,
as well as the Lead Line field being slightly lit up as both radiation and heat blast past you.

“Zero”

JUMP LINK ESTABLISHED

CORE PRESSURE STABLE
(Short Pause)

PROCEED WHEN READY

Approaching the sphere in a cautious manner, you near its edge, and as you extend your right
hand towards it (the Lead Line field now clearly visible around it) you almost come in contact with it when out

from the background you hear a deep beeping sound.  A sound which you remember as being what proceeded
the appearance of the Jump “tears” that nearly crushed you with water during the magma jet breach.

Elizabeth
(Looks up and slightly around)

(Slight panic) “Oh no...”

Looking to the side you hear the beep once more, and you notice the displays that connect to the manual
control consoles for each pad light up one by one.  And after a third beep. you see the displays turn

yellow as the Mars Guard’s shield insignia appears.

“Zero”

GO



Seeing the message, you quickly throw yourself into the sphere and become surrounded by light,
but only after a brief second of this, everything becomes dark as you pass through to the other side

of the jump and you fall onto an extremely worn down metallic surface.

The floor is also wet in its texture, and you immediately can feel the environment as being much
more damp and cold (breath can be seen) than what you felt while in the Gate Chamber.

Also during this time of struggling on the ground (still facing downward), you both see the light and hear
the sounds coming from the Jump sphere vanish in the background behind you, followed by the ambiance

becoming a mix of dead silence and the occasional creaking and bending of metal structure.

After a moment of collecting yourself, you at last get back to your feet and begin to take a good
look at where the jump has sent you.

Dimly lit by Luna’s Light, you find yourself on a metal bridge like structure that is spanning between two
other large slanted structures that continue upward until intersecting with the ceiling, which as you look out

over one of the sides, you see is actually the top of a giant sphere, with the interior that you can see all
around you being criss crossed by several thin lines.  However, beyond that you see that the dirtied up glass

like material which appears to encase the entire outside of the sphere gives way to nothing but pitch blackness.

Being an opaque material, you are unable to gauge your true location.
But as you move closer to the edge of the bridge, you receive a rather

startling clue as to where you really are.

Dripping down from the very top of the interior of the sphere, you witness a liquid start to hit
the surface of the bridge (the resulting sound subtly echoes throughout the space).

Elizabeth
(Sees the dripping, then looks up towards its source)

(Softly) “Liquid... (normally) is all this... what I think it is?”

(Looks at communicator)

After a few moments of waiting come and go,
you receive no reply.

End of Chapter 2
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